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MUB decision postponed 
By R. Scott Nelson The debate over what · to do 
After promising that ~n with the vacated space has raised 
administrative decision would questions aver students' rights 
be reached by yesterday on the to the MUB. 
fate of the vacated MUB base., · "Many people think it should 
ment space, Director of Campus be ortly for student use. They 
Planning Victor Azzi said he want things done now. They 
would need another month · think,it's been too long already," 
to finalize plans. Rose said . . 
In a meeting yesterday morn- Azzi said, "I believe the MUB 
ing with Student Body President is a university building, and is 
Wendy Hammond and Student a space serving student needs: 
B~dy Vice President Mike Rose, All buildings here are above all 
Azzi set , October 28 as the to serve student needs." 
deadline for an administration Azzi said he'd be making 
· decision. recommendations based on the 
Rose said he is pleased that needs of student organizations, 
the decision process is finally · their space requirements and 
nearing completion. their proximity to the MUB. 
"We set this one week re- Azzi added •that the fina,l 
sportse deadline to get the ball decision would be made by 
rolling," Rose said. President Gordon Haaland. 
Chairperson of the MUB "It would be satisfactory if 
Board of Governors Bret Clem- they allot something like 20 
ons said, "Now that Victor Azzi percent of the space to. the 
has the proposal he · needs from university to house such things 
me, he can go ahead and make as a mainframe compµter, and 
the decisions. I ·think that a give th~ students the other 80 
month is a reasonable timetable percent. If 40 or 50 percent is 
now that -things are moving." ' taken by the university, we 
'Tm very disappointed that won't be satisfied," Rose said. 
the administration didn't have "It is possible," that the space 
more respect for the wishes of will be divided between univer-
the s tudents . I realize these sity and student uses., Azzi said. 
decisions take ~ime, but they Clemons said he gave Azzi 
could · liave ·at-leas t ruled out ,, a proposal last Fr-idf1y reques ting 
putt ing Barnes and Noble _ " student office spac~, student 
there," Junior Jonathan Garth- study space, and entertairi-
waite said. ment," but it was rejected as "too 
general". 
He said he re-submitted a 
space allocation application 
after talking to the• student 
organizations which had men-
·tioned they needed more space. 
The idea of using the MUB 
space for entertainment is pop-
ular with many students. 
Senior David Christopher 
said, "I think the space should 
be used for a student pub. rve 
been to other campuses which 
have been sucessful with this, 
and it is a good source o.f 
revenue." 
"A sports bar with large 
screen TVs, beer, and popcorn 
would be great. I could see that 
fitting well down there," said 
senior John Recesso. 
Azzi said that other thari 
student uses, a bookstore is the 
only plan slated for the vacant Shirley Couture 
MUB space, stressing that this  d d . ff 
:1\~~tl~~~essarily be Barnes tu en ts an s ta . 
"Barnes and Noble's, contract · • · 
as the university bookstore ~s remember Shirley up next year for renewal It 1s 
time to issue another -request · 
for proposals," Azzi said. 
Azzi said that the MUB space 
is attractive to other possible 
booksteres Vfhich do not .already 
have a'n on''." cam pus location 
such as Barnes and Noble does. 
"Above all, we don't want a 
bookstore in that space," -said 
· Rose. 
By Karen Hamilton 
If you have not eaten at the 
dining hall in Huddleston lately 
and decide to go, you -will find 
that it's just not the same 
without Shirley. 
Shirley Couture, 52, of Some-
rsworth, died of a heart attack 
· early Tuesday morning, Sept. 
20, ;:i, t Wentworth-Douglass 
Hospital in Dover after a period 
of failing health. · 
for the past 12 years Couture . 
has been employed by UNH 
dining services. 
Fondly known as "flaky Shir-
ley," or the "resident• flake" by 
students and co-workers, Shirley 
herself would comment on how 
strange she was when there was 
a fulLmoon, said Huddleston · 
manager Jack Garrett. · 
"ShirJe·y was our .spark wire, 
said Garrett. "Students will miss 
her, ·especially the football team. 
It is a great loss." 
"Shirley was known for her 
Friday night fudge," said· Hud-
dleston staff member Arlene 
Canney·. Although Shirley did 
not have a lot for herself, she 
would often make fudge on her 
own and bring it in for members 
of the foo~ball and hockey teams 
. the hight before their games, 
said Canney. 
"Last. year she was out sick 
a lot due to her illness but she 
had fun joking around with the 
players and making the fudge , 
-(for them)," said Canney. 
Nancy Brown, who works in 
the UNH football office, said 
· "a lot of the guys had no_t been 
told that she was sick and rhey 
felt badly. She was always very 
nice and always had a smile. She 
will be missed." 
Most UNH students re-
member Shirley as they passed 
through the line in the dining 
halL "The last time I remember 
talking to her was when she told 
me .to get may hands off the 
. desserts," said former Huddles-
ton worker Matt Sanner. "Shir-
ley is a landmark that will be 
missed." 
Qn Sept. 20, in Huddleston 
there was a ,picture of Shirley 
that read, "The Huddleston 
Staff Mourns/ the passing of 
Shirley Couture". 
Between .the football team. 
sending flowers and a mention 
of her in the school newspaper, 
Canney said, "she would be 
happy to know that the students 
remembered her." , 
Students face wait 
f Or birth control 
By Margaret Busby 
(top row, 1 to r ) Saud Al-Ayoub, Thomas H ouge, ~tavros Caramondani, 
(bottom row, 1 to r) Salima D~ssa, James Burnett-Herkes. (Sta(:ey Murgo photo) 
Female students who haven't 
already made an appointment 
must wait until November to 
, obtain birth control thr_ough the 
UNH Health .Service program. 
hour appointment which in~ 
eludes a one on one informa-
. tional session and an exam, said 
a spokesperson for the Clinic. 
According to the Garrison 
Medical Professional Associ-
ation there is a wait until 
November for just the exam. 
INSIDE ·Freshmen International Students · 
Page 6 · 
The mandatory informatio_n 
sessions which precede the 
. gynecological exam required to 
begin birth control are filled 
• until N<:.wemb~r 3, according to 
, Health Services. · 
The Dover Clinic has a two 
to three week wait for a two 
The rumored student com-
plaint which says Health Ser-
vices cannot accomodate the 
needs· of the students, mostly 
BIRTH CONTROL. page 5 
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Ferber questiOnSQuilyle's record ~nd · integrity: 
~ay Joann~ Marino-
. In 1967, tens of thousands of 
men were drafted into the 
Vietnam War. While most filed 
onto army cargo planes in the 
name of their country·, thou-
sands of others resisted or 
· dodged the draft '. . 
According to Michael Ferber, 
associate professor of English 
at UNH, avoiding the draft was 
common back then. 
"You can't feel good about 
(the war) if you saw what (the 
U.S.) diq," Ferber said. 
Draft dod,gers found loop-
holes to get out of the war. Some 
men, received physical, psycho-
logical, religious or student 
deferrals, Ferber said. In the 
most extreme cases some opted 
to flee to Canada. 
"Nearly 75,000 young men 
went to Canadat Ferber said. 
"Th'at was risky becaus·e they 
weren't sure if they could ever 
come back." 
"We' re trying to smoke him 
Group criticizes Quayle . out. He has ·got to be honest -
about what he did but he's, lying. 
Today, both Vietnam vete- He is a liar and that 's his 
ra ns and draft resisters-0ha.ve cowardicet" , 
formed a national organization . Quayle's introduction to the 
called Vietnam Veterans and . ·· presidential process has brought 
Resisters Against Hypocrisy,. · the so-called baby-boom gener--· 
Ferber, a founding member of ation a "heartbeat" from the 
the group, said their purpose White Hous~: As a result, p·er-
is a simple one--they want to sonal integrity demonstrated 
see past choices regarding the during the Vietnam war has 
war ackg,owledged, and their become such a ceritral issue to 
target is . Repub lican Vice- that generation. 
Presidential Nominee Senator Political Sc.ience Chairman 
Dan Quayle. Robert Craig said, in light of 
In the senator's case, Ferber the upcoming presidential elec-
said, Quayle got himself-accept- tion, the nation is concerned 
ed into the National Guard with Quayle as the Republican . 
through an uncle wh.o was a, vice-presidential nominee~ but 
former commander for the mostly due to his lack of expe-
guard. rience. Craig said Quayle's de-
"The National Guard was a cision regarding the war is what 
routine way to avo_id service," will make him look bad. 
Ferber said. "You did s•ervi'ce · "if he supported the war in 
here and occassionally went Vietnam, he should have voluri-
over. It was fairly safe." · teered to go," Craig said. "That 
Draft resisters,- like Ferber, 
intended to ddy the govern-
ment by returni,ng their draft 
cards· or burning them. Resist- -
ing was a way to make a state-
ment tb the-goverr1men_t that 
the wat was wrong, Ferber said. 
. Ferbe-r makes it clear that the makes him a kind of hypocrite." 
group is not condemning Quayle ''At the time· ( of the _war), 
for dodging the Vietnam War. there was enormous student 
It is his unwillingness to admit energy," Ferber sa-id. "While 
that he intended to dodge the Quayle dr-ank a lot, went to 
war which has the group up ·in parties, chased girls and lowered 
_ English Professor Micha~l Ferber (Photo by Sharo!1 J?ono~an) 
"Clearly they picked the their homebase,. and meet with 
wrong man." them. So far he has not re-
arms. his golf handicap." 
~ sponded to their challenge. 
Confrontations planned For now, the core of the group 
"We didn't duck it or try to 
get out of it," he s-aid. "Often 
we didn't take a way out." 
, · "I have nothing against To Ferber, there is no com-
dodgers: The whole point of our promising what Quayle is doing. , 
group is that he refuses to admit He hopes this one "will not slide 
that," Ferber said. by the American people." 
is touring the country to make 
.,.Ferber said the group has people aware of Quayle's hypoc- -
asked·Quayle come to California, : 8 . QUAYLE, page ~ 
. NEWS IN. BRIEF 
I · 
· Lebanon's government 
nixed by Syria 
US looks 1or MIA's 
American specialists arrived in Hanoi, Vietnam, 
Sunday for the first joint US-Vietnamese s earch 
Syria, th.is weekend rejected Lebanon's three day · for witnesses who saw American servicemen listed · 
</ld Christian military government in favor o.f a . missing in ac;tion in Vietnam, a US Em-b_a·ssy 
rival government d,eclared by its Moslem allies. · spokesman said. · 
'two bombs exploded in Syrian controlled areas. "It is the first time ever this kind o_f joint activity 
The crisis threatened to formally partition the has been undertaken," said the spokesman, Ross 
tiny Mediteranean nation along sectarian lines and . Petzing. "It's unique; It's comparable to a police . 
rekindle the 13- year old civil war. Sectarian lines department's missing persons operation - a hunt 
act as boundries for religous and political factions for witnesses." 
and geographically divide the country. To date the Six officials from the mili.tary's Joint Casualty 
war has killed 150,000 people. · Resolution Center an~ the US Army Central 
Syria's Al-Thawra daily paper, which speaks for Identificatiio-ri Laboratory in Ha~i"aii arrived in 
President Hafez Assad's government, branded the Hanoi abo~id a US Air force C-141 rransport jet, 
.Christian cabinet of Army Commander Gen. Michel Petzing said. . . 
Aoun a 'military coup d'etat against legitimacy;'. "The Vietnamese and Americans are cooperating 
OPEC qalls meeting 
. -
Oil Ministers from five OPEC nations met ·over 
th-e ~~ekend for three hours at the Indonesian 
Embassy, in Spa_in, in an emergency session to deal 
w1th ways to limit crude oil production. The aim 
of production limitations would be to sure up 
international crude oil prices. . 
Sources said the ministers, wl;io comprised the 
13 nation cartel's price monitoring committee, heard 
a pessimistic account of the world oil · market from 
the organization's Indonesian secretary general. 
· "This government nor- only constitutes a coup in searching .for witnesses - persons who may have 
against legitimate state institutions and law_s, but eyewitness knowledge of MIA's - a farmer who 
it is also a coup ~gainst the historic .chance to elect might have seen somebody parachuting from a 
a new president and pave the way for national plane," he said. 
Ministers from the five members of the Price 
Evolution Committee - Nigeria, Algeria, Indonesia, 
Saudi Arabia and Venezuela - were to meet 
informally for a closed-door,. dinner at the _ Saudi 
Arabian Embassy late Sunday night and held another 
round of formal discussions yesterday morning. 
The talks, which analysts have predicted would 
not produce any dramatic res11hs, are taking place 
· amid. a crude oil market slump that stems largely 
from a 'production spurt by nations in the Orgf1n-
-reconciliation and salvation," the daily said in an The search will last until Oct. 5 and cover three ' 
editorial. areas north ~f Hanoi, Pet zing said, where many · 
of .the 1,757 Americans listed as missing in action 
in all of Vietnam disappeared., Most are thoug_ht 
to be US pilots downed during bombing missions 
Ne~· speaker rul~s at 
Harvard Law School 
Harvard Law Scµool has adopted guidlines 
designed to ensure free speech after an incident 
last year _when a protestor prevented former Contra 
leader Adolfo Calero from speaking. · · 
U oder the rules, speakers must respond to 
questions from the audience and abide by the 
decisions of a moderator. Disruptive demonstrators 
can be ejected. 
The guidelines were crea_ted by a committee 
formed by law school officials _after a Tufts University 
student, Joshua Laub, charged and yelle_d epithets 
at Calero when he was speaking at Harvard la~t 
October. · . 
"Committee members say the guidelines ~ttempt 
to find a middle ground between allowing speakers · 
!O present their message and permitting protestors 
the right to dissent. . ' . 
.. ' :,, 
over what then was North Vietnam. 
1 
. 
Hanoi is striving to improve diplomatic r~lations 
with the United States, · hoping for the lifting of 
a US embargo on aid and trade with Vietnam. The 
Indo-Chine.s·e country, crippled economically by 
,rhe embargo, is· one of the poorest nations in the 
world. · 
Quacks coulcl b·e listed 
Ihcompetent ·doctors and other health care 
providers will be listed in a national data bank that 
. federal officials say will be in operation by next 
summer; The New York Times reported Sunday. 
Physicians, dentists, therapist.s and other licensed 
health professionals nationwide are to be reported 
to the federally operated data bank for matters such 
as misdiagnosis, mistreatment or professional 
misconduct, . the Times said. · 
Congress ·approved the project in 1986, but lack 
of funds delayed implementation. President Reagan ·· 
only recently signc:ed an appropriation bill supplying • 
the $2.76 million necessary to start it up. 
) ' 
ization of Petroleum Exporting Countries. ' 
· At issue in t.µe talks is the failure of ne:;irly all 
OPEe-member-s to respect--Pf_oduction quotas 
established in an attempt to mafotain.die pride 
of oil at $18 a barrel. 
. Algeria has complained to ~a~di Arabia and other 
Gulf producers that failure to -respect the quotas 
is causing serious hardships for OPEC members 
w~hose economies are dependent on oil rev~nues. 
Look £ or the expanded 
Calendar section 
coming soon! 
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Dukaki~ ·and Bush:: 
dual disappointment 
By Jay Kumar . 
Sunday night's p'residential 
debate between Vice President 
George Bush and Gov. Michael 
,,, D1:1kakis was a disappointment, 
said Robert Craig, chairperson · 
of the political science depart-
ment. 
"I don't think we heard an-
ything new at all," he said. 
The debate was the first of 
. the presidential campaign be-
tween the two candidates, but 
Craig said, "I didn't see any 
winners." · 
gious freedom. 
But he said Dukakis has made 
a big mistake in not explaining 
why he vetoed the bill. Dukakis 
has to be "a lot more~aggres- . 
sive," Craig~ said. 
. He felt the question asking 
Dukakis about his seeming lack 
of _passion was a good one. 
because people want to know 
about the man behind the rhe-
toric. But he said Dukakis skirt-
ed arou,nd the issue. 
, "There was no feeling ... no 
passion," he said. The dog days of su_m_mer have -been lin~ring. (Al Pratt photo) 
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Dukakis needed to do better," 
and Bush didn't do any better, 
but didn't hurt himself either, 
_ . said Craig. 
"I thought the questioner.s 
could have been more specific," 
Craig said, while at the same 
time they could. have been 
broader, as well. He also said 
~e would have liked more ques-
tmners, a panel of six journalists 
instead of three. 
Senate hears Conduct Board 
"Bush was his usual awful 
self," . Craig said, unable to 
complete his sentences, while 
Dukakis c:ame off as a "snide 
Boston intellectual." 
Dukakis is "too pompous for 
his own good," Cr~ig said. "He 
seems determined to become 
president though he has no feel 
for it." 
Craig said B~sh' s accusation 
that Dukakis is unpatriotic 
(because of his veto of a bill 
requiring students to say the 
pledge of allegian~e) is unfair, 
because it infringes upon reli-
As a result of Sunday night, 
"Bush is going to .be more 
confident in a future debate " 
Craig said. On the other hand, · 
he said, "Unless (Dukakis) 
changes somehow, he's going 
to lose." 
All iri all, Craig was not 
impressed with the debate. "I 
was just dis•appointed with it 
all." · . . 
Residential Life 
undergoes· facelift · 
. By Ellen Harris . "We deal with the student's 
In an effort to make Residen- well being, issues like R.A.. 
rial Life at UNH a more effec- · training, hall government ad-
tive organization, it was split vising and creating a good 
into two separate departments community for students," said 
last year and already the direc- Educational Program Coordi-
. tors are seeing positive results. nator Mary Tuttle Faucher. 
' Residential Life is now made The Residential Programs 
up of the Housing and Confer- Office is involved with career 
ence Department, which is planning, student exchange 
headed by Carol Bischoff in .programs, roommate counsel-
Pettee House. The other div- ingandtheTraininginAcadem-
_ision is the Re·sidential Pro- ic Skills Center (TASk), accord-
grams offic_e, headed by Scott ing to Faucher. 
Chesney. . · · · ''This year we have better 
The Housing and Conference connections_ with the Dean of 
Department helps both on- Students office. This helps us 
campus and off-campus students get more in touch with the 
with housing arrangements,. students through freshmen 
including room changes, screen- orientation programs and the 
ing, prioritizing and summer foreign students organization, 
residence. · , to name a few,'' Faucher said. · 
"All of the administration for The Residential Programs 
By Curtis Graves 
In one of the shortest student 
senate meetings in recent his-
tory, new additions to the senate 
were made, . three bills were 
passed, and a presentation on 
the University Conduct · System 
was delivered. 
A variety of other topics were 
also touched upon, including last 
Tuesday's tour of the MUB, 
UNH's current parking dilem-
ma, the recent blood drive, an 
SFU speak out, and the impor-
tance of promptness. 
A presentation ·on the Uni~ 
versity Conduct System was 
made by Amy Brodsky and Erika 
· Randmere. ·The presentation 
highlighted the changes that 
have been made in the system 
which are currently in effect. 
Students will no longer be 
sent before the Conduct Board· 
if accused of wrongdoing, a~- · 
cording to Brodsky and Rand-
mere, but will .first meet ,with 
their hall director. If the student 
and hall director can agree on 
~ sancti9n, then the student will 
not have to appear before the 
Conduct Board. . 
If the student maintains that 
he or she is not guilty, then the 
case is referred w · a Conduct 
Board. 
· Student Body Vice President 
Mike Rose discussed last-Tues-
da y' s MUB tour. "We had a 
pretty successful MUB tour," 
said Rose, "There was a reporter 
from Foster's and from The 
Portsmouth Herald.' We'll know 
in a couple of nights what's 
· going to be done with. the 
space." 
. Co-Chairperson Christine 
Pariseau brought up the pos~ 
sibility of a parking garage as 
a logical solution to UNH's 
parking problem. "I talked to 
(Police Chief) Beaudoin about 
building a parking garage on 
· campus," Pariseau said; "He's 
really for it:" . 
Regarding how the_parking 
garage could be funded, Pariseau 
· suggested that the builders of 
the garage coulq. collect revenues 
from pa_rkers for a period of ten · 
years after building it, and then 
.turn it over to the university. 
Senator Andrew Gamble in-
vited everyone in the campus 
community to attend a meeting 
called BrotherPeace, a single 
day event which will publicize 
the violence men do to women 
c-hildren, ,each other, and th~ 
earth. Friday, October 14 has 
been set aside for this purpose. 
New Senator Chris Hosmer 
lamented the lack of student 
interest in student elections. 
"The overall vote count-was very 
low," Hosmer . ·said, "which 
means there's not enough com-
muters interested in taking part 
of the services they par for." 
Hosmer urged ·the student 
body to shirk off irs yoke of 
complacency. 
Students For the University 
Co-Chairperson Michelle Scen-
na invited members of the 
senate to attend an open-mike 
speak out. spo~sored by SFU. 
The speak out will be held at 
12:30 this Thursday on T-Hall 
lawn. · · . 
The first bill to be passed, bill 
10-24, regarding senate -council 
appointments, passed unanim..; 
ously. 
The second bill, 10-27, was 
passed with one abstention. 
This bill · enacted the results of 
the student elections held on 
September 21. Welcomed 
aboard were: Jennifer Turbyne, 
Jonathon Garthwaite, and .Chris 
Hqsriler as commuter senators· 
Mike Desmarais, Greek senato/ 
and Mike Jutras and Kim Hea~ 
ley, .freshman senators. 
The third bill passed, 10-28, 
approved additional senators 
for the senate's tenth session. 
The list includes all those named 
in .tre preceding pill, plus five 
representatives from· on cam-
pus. \ ' 
The -on-campus representa-
tives will be Jeremy Smith and 
Roger Landry from Richardson 
· House; Andy' Albright from 
. Stoke Hall; and'-.ina Szepsy and 
Susan Rosa from McLaughlin 
Hall. 10-28 was passed unanim-
ously. 
Senate Speaker Dennis O'Con-
nell closed the meeting by 
exhorting fellow senate 
members to be punctual. "My 
communications for this even-
ing are. one word,'' O'Connell 
said, as he scrawled the word 
PROMPTNESS across the black-
· board. 
Chlamydia cases increase 
residence halls as well as for Off ice, which is located in 
Forest Park and the Undergrad- Hitchcock Hall, is also an ed-
uate Apartment Complex is ucational center where students By Alan Ammann According to the STD Pro- unavailable . 
handled through Housing and and hall staff can go for infor- Although not a problem is- gram of the N,ew Hampshire Dr. Patterson suggests cau-
Conference," said Bischoff. mation about residence hall olated to the UNH community, .. Division of Public Health Ser- tion jlnd responsibility. "The 
The financial aspect of Resi- living and leadership said Area the statewide rise in reported · ~ices' Bureau of Disease Cont~ol, best protection against STDs 
Life is also dealt with through III Assistant Hall Director cases of chlamydia, the most m 1984 there were only five is abstiaence or the use of a 
· this part of the department, said LeeAnne Fenner. · common sexually transmitted cases statewide. Between Jan- condom." 
Bischoff. Maintenance requests, "We have. tons of books, disease(STD),couldposehealth uary and August of 1988 there "Many universities do rou .. 
damage billing and even laundry tapes, and leadership games for risks to sexually active students were 1,196. tinely screen students for Chia-
operation is \supervised through students and R.A.s. We ev'en at UNH. UNH Director of Health mydia," he said, "but here it's 
Housing Jtnd Conference. have stress kits," Fenner said. · - Chlamydia is a bacterial in- Services Dr. Peter Patterson is · a matter of how much good we 
The replaceme,nt of dorm . Although Resi-Life is split fection and if1eft untreated can quick to point out, however, that can do for the dollar:'' 
furniture and major dorm repair up between these two special- lead to inflamation of the uri- there is no chlamydia_ epidemic Because of high rnsts, the 
i·s a Service h~ndled through ized. departments, there is still nary tract in men, and pelvic "'On campus, and that-the number university's efforts to prevent 
• Housing and Conference also. much communication between inflammatory disease and ste- · of reported cases "si'mply re- an epidemic have been limited 
"This ;ear alone_ we spent the two segments. rility in women. fleets a national he,alth prob- preventative education. But 
b $ E
ff 1 h d lem.". . . d · D P etween 1.5 and 2 million on "The communication- is very orts to contro t e sprea . , accor • mg to r. · atterson, 
· d · f hi d" h db : : -According to G_loria Graham, d · · · 1 b · · d maJor orm repairs and new .good between Scott Chesney and o c amy ia are ampere y e ucat10n a one may e ma e-· 
furniture," said Bischoff. · I; our philosophies are similar t~e fact that the infected indi- R.N ·, the dinic supervisor at quate in combatting a disease 
The "conference" aspect of which enhances our ability to v1~ual often __ ha~ n<? ~ympt0ms UNH Hea!th S~rvices, the that frequen~ly lacks symptoms. 
this department handles the work together," said Bisch~ff. at al!. Such an rnd1v1dua! m~y ~mmber Qf !n.fe~t10ns ?as ,not If you ?eheve that y9u have 
arrangeme_n~ of stude_nt gr_oups, . The breaking up of the de- con~mue to spread the d1seas~ mcreased dramatICally smce last chlamyd1~ or ha:ye had se_xu~l 
,from pro~1dmg meeting rooms, partment hasn't affected student . to his or her. sexual partners. , , ye~!- · .. . . , · , · . c<;>ntact with an 1~fect_ed md1-. 
tours o~ residential buildings services at all
1 
according to When _symptoms ar_e presen~, · , ·: There 1S -no e_p1dem1c_ that . v1dual, R.N._ Su~ ~1&oq1a of the: . 
and semng up off-campus clam- Bischoff. - . : such as d_1scharge from the penis : I •m : awa~e o_f--only. o~cas10n_al Health ServICes Clime urges that, 
bakes and other social activities. The division of services be- or ~leedrng between mei:ist:rual · cases.,.whICh !S non~a!,. Bhe said. you make an a,pp~intment to be 
~he Residentip.l :Progr-arns . tween the ~wo departments is p~nods, they m_ay be· confused• , For, the students. privacy, the tes.~ed. . . . . , . 
. OffICe, now separate from the" ' beneficial to the students be- wit~ those of another STD. · ., , . UNH He~l~h. S~r_v1~es does .not .. Keep 111 mmd_ that we re no . 
. Housing and Conference de- cause each department can now '. Smee New J:Iampshire's '.first ~eep speo_fIC ~,tatlst~<;s concern- d1fferent_from Bqston," she said 
: partment, handles educational give the student more time with reported cases m 1?81, the.sta~e- ~?g • the n~.~ .~er_s ,O~ S_Tp pa- c,on(ern~~g the . unive_r~i.~y· s 
__ pn:~grams aimed at students and whatever services they' re in- has seen a dramatIC mc~@~~e 1n- .ye-?,t~. Because of this, accurate-- vulnerability to cl;il<1;mydia;. ex,;. 
~lji~:.i~~~;¥J1'1J!:~~w~v.-,•-:
4
,i~.i,J~JJ!!.'~~Vid ~~?~~er. .- . . . . , t~e_ P~IJ1be~ o~ ;-hlc,tq1~:d1~ mte~"-. ~ ._f~guJfl, ~ns:~e ;:m~er oi/~:~ cept we have gra~s and trees. ;~ 
. · #!'64!4 ~-~ Jt ~ u-.. 'f'~l:iUV.¥11 ,J.~ .. il!JI.Utl'tf'~"f j _,.I .f.~'t.'f'""'if'-tJ"j,,-~J!J-Y.;;1Jt.N~'iJ:1n ••~'-4vF:Jlii .. ,¥Ji).,_.).1s' 1h,-"r.N·t,cJ1f;:,,i<'ligi11f/'.ftr • .,;trv<l v· f '';i; '&1"'5'lJ(l(V:,i,:,:il\Jl~'~ 
\ 
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ON THE SPOT :-: · 
Do you think that sexually transmitted diseases are a problem at . U .N .H.? 
, . 
. . . 
.. 
f'l think they're probably 
everywhere. Education of 
S. T.D. is getting more popular. 
. More people are aware and 
consider this fact. It's a big issue 
but not such a big prob1em 




'fYah. I think they're probably· 
everywhere. I think people move 
around a lot. I'd hope students 
take precaution. The University 
should have more free testing 




" I think people know what 
S. T.D: are· but just ignqre them 
and think they w?n 't happen 
to them. I thin~ they're probably 




f'Definitely. I know of a friend 
that has a S. T.D. · 1n my classes, 
we discuss this issue. H's 
definitely here; Even aids. Stu-
dents don't think. They just 
drink and have sex; Rela,tion-





STUDENT ·. SENATE 
Greek SenatOT Openings 
,2 Ne-w Positions 
, Applications available in Senate Office 
Room 130, MUB 
862-1494 . 
Deadline: Sept. 30, 1988 4pm 
/ 
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Cars .restricted onUACpaths 
By John Robert_ 
Residents of the Undergrad-
. ' uate Apartment Corp.plex are 
irate over a recently enforced 
rule that prohibits them from 
using the facility's roads with 
their car§_. 
The rule has become "a def-
inite hassle," According to 
resident Lisa Miller 
"We're· all responsible adults, 
it seems ludicrous that they 
' prevent us from driving on 'the 
walkways,' _just because a few 
jerks abuse the privilege," senior 
resident Tom Sauberlich said. 
The access roads can only be 
used by the students for loading 
and unloading heavy objects. 
"Moving furniture or anything 
else very heavy is acceptable," 
. said UAC Assistant Manager 
Mike Sa:puto. 
/ Students, however, ~re not 
allowed to drop _ off their groc-
eries. "We figure the students 
are pretty healthy, so they can 
carry their groceries from the 
parking lot," said Saputo. 
This is burdensome to the 
people who live at the far end 
of the complex. Resident of 
cross-complex 'M' building Deb-
bie Kane said "Its inconvenient 
for us. I don't think its a good 
idea." 
. The main reason for the 
newly emphasized rule is pe-
destrian safety. "There were 
several near collisions-with cars -
and pedestrians last year. The 
year before that someone was 
hospitilized and pins were put 
into his bones.'.' Saputo said. 
Sauberlich and UAC Student 
President Deb Paul agree that 
they have both seen Durham r 
Public Safety vehicles driving . 
rather fast . 
"A lot of times J see the cops 
themselves barrelling through 
(the roads) at reckless speeds 
with pedestrians around." Sau-
berlich said. · 
The roads are imperative to 
the fire trucks, Durham Fire 
Chief Robert Wood said. He· 
said, "Those roads-are impor-
tant. You can never anticipate 
an emergency · situation: Those 
areas should . be maintained 
open." . 
The chief also wouldn't rule 
out discussing the issue with the 
students, management, police, 
and UNH service crews to work 
something out. He said,"We'll 
have to look at the sight, revie~ 
it, and see what could be-done." 
Parkirtg has been tight at the Undergraduate Apartmen_t~. (P.hoto by Stacey Murgo) 
regnant? --~BIRTH CONTRO
L--
<cominued from page 1) 
Need Help? 
Seacoast 
Cr;sis Pregnancy Center 
FREE-& CONFIDENTIAL 
women seeking birth control, 
is a misunderstanding, said 
· · Susan Bigonia, RN, at Health 
Services. 
pregnanq, test ing 
<Ounceling & information 
. practical support We Carel 
She recommends ·that stu-
dents speak with the Consumer 
Board, a university organization 
with the Health Education 
Department, about concerns HOTLINE 749-4441 
90 Washin~ton Stret't 
Suite 306 R, Dover.NH 
. with health Services. Bigonia 






se·ptember 29,30-October 1,2, 1988 
·General Admission:$5 Children 12 and under: FREE 
~- . 
Come visit us and enjoy a great country fai r! 
FREE PARKING 
A small town country setting. 
Route 4 West to Route 43 
Deerfield, N.H. 03077 
•(603)463-7421 ' 
dents have the power to solve 
the problems by contacting their 
student representatives and 
organiz.ing their goals. , 
According t'o Kathleen 
Gildea-Dinzeo of Health Ed-
ucation, no students have for-
mally contacted the Consumer · 
Board. If contacted, the Consu-
mer Baord would first speak 
with · the student about the 
concern then research the stu-
dent's inquiry, explained Gildea-
Dinzeo. 
After the research process, 
the Consumer Board would 
present the case to the Quality 
Assurance Committee of Health 
Services who would make re-
commendations and implement 
a change if necessary, said 
Gildea-Dim:eo. . 
"People have always com-
plained about Health Services 
and dining halls, but they are 
there when the students need 
them,"said Bigonia. 
The information session ac-
comodates 20 women a week. 
That is 80 women a month for 
a campus _ of approximately · 
6,000 women. 
Bigonia declined to say staff 
numbers a're a problem but 
noted that space is one. 
When asked if the students 
would risk the wait until No-
vember or find other alterna-
tives, one sophomore female 
student from Hetzel H~ll said 
she thought they would. 
· Two · sophomore females 
. from Devine commented they 
would go home to the~r own 
· doctors. 
. "I wouldn't go to Hood House 
to start with," said one, "They 
only have two kinds of pills 
which do not work for eve-
ryone." 
NDAR 
TUESDJ\ Y, &EPTEMBER 27 
Exhibit - ·"Women of Courage," an exhibit of large 
photograrhic portraits. from the. Black Women Oral History 
Project o the Schlesinger Library Raddiffe College. Portraits 
of 40 outstanding blade women who have made significant 
contribution~ to American society. Main floor hallway. 
Thompson Hall. 
. ART PRINT SALE- _Granite State Room Lobby, MUB, 10 
a.m.-5 p.m. · 
STUDENT RECITAL # 1- Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 
1~m · 
MEN'S SOCCER- vs. Plymouth State, 3 p.m. 
FIELD HOCKEY- vs. Brown, New Hampshire Hall, 3:30 
p.m. . 
,WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER :28 _ 
ART PRlNT SALE- Granite State Room Lobby, MUB. 10 
a.m.-5 p.m. 
T AiK- "Women of Courage: The Black Women Oral History 
Project.''. by Ruth Hill, director of the Project, at Schlesinger 
Libra_ry, Radcliffe. Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, MUB, noon 
to 1 p.m. 
COLLEGE FAIR- Hosted by UNH Admissions, reps from 
over 200 colleges and universities will be 'at the Fielcf House, 
7-9 p.m. , _, 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29 
Lt\ST DAY TO WITHDRAW AND QUALIFY FOR li2 
TUITION REFUND. 
COLLEGE FAIR- Hosted by ,UNH Admissions, reps from 
over 200 colleges and universities will be at the Field House, 
9a.m. to noon. _ · , _ · 
ART PRINT SALE- Granite State Room Lobby, MUB, 10 
a.m.-5 p.m. 
-ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG SERIES- "Piranesi 
Etchings from the Dayton Art Institute" a Galary Walk with 
Scott Schnepf, Printmaker and Assistant Professor of Art. 
Galleries, Paul Arts, noon. 
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM-_;_ Paul Rozin, ."Disgust · 
and Sympathetic ¥agic." !loom 101/ 102, Conant, 3,:40-5:00 
p.m. Open to public. · _ 
MUSO FILM- "Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?" Strafford 
Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30 p:m. students $1,_general $.2. 
SEMINAR- "Tips on-Interviewing," Howard Atkinson, 
a partner of accounting firm, Ernst & Whitney. Champlain 
Room, New England Center, 7-9 p.m. 
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30_ 
LAST DAY TO DROP COURSES, OR CHANGE TO AUDIT. 
LAST DAY TO CARRY MORE THAN 20 CREDITS 
(UNDERGRADS), OR 16 (GRADS), WITHOUT A SUR-
CHARGE. 
PARENT'S WEEKEND. 
MEN'S SOCCER- vs. Maine, 3:00 p.m. 
UNH THEATER & DANCE PRODUCTION__: "No, No, 
Nanette." Paul Arts, Johnson Theater, 'g p.m . . 
, CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE St;BMl1"_jm TO r,j; 
'.THE OFFlCE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM :;, 12, MlTB. 
(Observe dead!inesRn proper forms) 
'UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
THEATER& DANCE 
Johnson Theater Paul Creative Arts Center Durham · 
- NA . Book: Otto Harbach & 
Frank Mandel 
·. Music: Vincent Youmans 
· Lyrics: Irving Caesar & 
Otto Harbach . 
Direction: Carol Lucha-Bums 
Choreography: Gay Nardone 
Vocal direction: Kathleen Spillane 
Music direction: Christopher Leavy 
Sept. 30 & Oct. 1 at 8:00 P.M. 
Oct. 5 at 10:30 A.M. & 7:00 P.M. 
Oct. 6 at 7:00 P.M. 
Oct. 7 & 8 at 8:00 P.M . 
General: $7.50 
UNH students, employees, alumni, 
and seniors: $6.00 · 
Dinner Theater Package at the New 
England Center Restaurant 
Reservations: (603) 862-2290 
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1 ,___0_TI_· _c_- ..... E ...-S_. ---------~,Foreign freshmen 
CAREER ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Open 
to AA members and anyone who thinks they have 
a drinkjng problem. Mondays, and Wednesdays, 
Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services, noon 
to 1 p.m. Information/confirmation: 436-8001. 
face initiation 
ASA proudly welcomes Howard Atkinson, a partner 
from Ernst & Whinney Big 8 Accounting firm in 
Manchester as he will present his "Tips on 
. ' Interviewing" seminar, Thursday, September 29 
from 7-9pm in the Champlain Room (New England 
· Center). All interested please attend. 
' GENERAL 
BEYOND WAR: For information on upcoming 
events and activities, see. us at the MUB on Friday, 
September 23, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
THEATER AUDITIONS: Auditions for "The Ice 
Wolf," a childreri's production, are open to all UNH 
students. Production dates, November 14~ 19 
(_daytime). Monday, September 26 and Tuesday, 
September 27, Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 5:30 · 
p.m. 
RETIREMENT RECEPTION: For David Noyes 
(Engineering Technician III), Department of 
Mechanical Engin.eering, College of Engineering 
and Physical Sciences. Tuesday, September 27, Room 
310, Kingsbury, 1 p.m. · ' 
. OPEN HOUSE: Hosted by Non-Traditional Student 
Center for all stµdents, faculty & staff, Tuesday, 
September 27 and Wednesday, September 28, 2nd 
floor, Pettee House, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. We'H 
be more than happy to show you around. 
EXCHANGE INFORMATION: Sponsored by 
Dean of S_tudents. Learn about programs at San 
Diego -State University, UC, Santa Cruz, and the 
new National Student Exch~nge. Tuesday, Sep-
tember 27, Carroll/Belknap Room, MUB, 12:30 
p.m. 
WA YSMEET PROTESTANT FELLOWSHIP: 
Meet SundH, September 26 for pizza-·and fun! 
Waysmeet Protestant S.tudent Center, 15 Mill Road, 
6 p.m., Newcomers welcom~. 
. ' 
"WOMEN OF COURAGE: THE BLACK WOMEN 
. ORAL HISTORY PROJECT": A talk, given by 
Ruth Hill, Director of the Project, Schlesinger 
Library; -Radcliffe. ( 40 ,portraits from the Proj:ect 
are on ,exhibit in Tho_mps_on 1:f~.ll thru Oct. 14) 
Wednesday, September 28, Hillsborough/Sullivan 
Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m. 
TGIF PIZZA LUNCH: Every Friday at the Non-
Traditional Student Center, Pettee House, noon 
to 1: 30 p.m., $1 a slice and some of the best company 
around. 
HEALTH 
AL-ANON MEETING: Mondays, Library, Health 
Services, noon to 1 p.m. Information/ confirmation: 
742-2002, ext. 512: 
CHRONIC ILLNESS SUPPORT GROUP: Monday, 
October 3, Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health 
. Services, 7-:8 p.m. Information: Health Education, 
862-3823. 
HIV Counseling & Testing: Anonymous, free 
counseling an.cl testing for AIDS. Tuesdays, and 
Wednesdays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. By appointment only, 
Heahh Education, 862-3823. · 
OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Tues-
days,-Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Services, 
l to 2 p.m. Information: 434-75 78 or Health 
Education, 862-3823., 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: Thurs-
days, confrrence Room, Health Services, 1 to 2 
p.m. Information: 742-2002, Ext. 512. 
MEETINGS 
RITE OF CHRISTIAN INITIATION OF ADULTS: 
Weekly qiscu1,sion over dinner of Catholic faith 
with Reverend Pen nett, cordinatot. Mondays, 
Catholic Student Center, 5:30 to 7 p.m. Open to 
all. . 
COMMUNICATION ASSOCIATION MEET-
INGS: To be held every Monday night in Room 
M213, Paul Arts at 7 p.m. new members are needed 
and anyone interested in finding out more about 
Communication Assoc. should attend Monday, 
September 26. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEET-
ING: All are welcome to weekly meetings, Tuesday, 
Room 212, Hamilton Smith, 12:40 to 1:15 p.m. 
HOMECOMING PLANNING MEETINGS: Open 
to anyone interested in planning Homecoming 
week for October 17-22. Tuesdays, Rockingham 
- Room;.-M{JB, 12:45 to 1:45 p.m. : ". 5 ·:~ ., H' ;. 1 
--
1 
• BIBLE STUDY: "Expfodng· Jesus ' ih ·the Gospeis,'' : 
with Reverend ·Pennett: Catholic Student Center, 
7 m 8:15 p.m. ' 
CANCER SURVIVORS AND SUPPORTERS 
MEETING: A group for those with cancer or friends 
and relatives with cancer. Tuesday, Room 249, 
Health Services, 7 ·to 8:30 p.m. 
AMATEUR RADIO CLUB MEETING: To discuss 
plans 'for the semester and upcoming activities. 
Tuesday, September 27, Merrimack Room, MU13, 
7p.m. · ' · 
By Sharon Heller 
Before they came, no one was 
quite sure what to expect. But 
the international freshmen at 
UNH this year are realizing that 
life in Durham isn't all that 
different from life at home. 
Punit Minocha, a nineteen 
year- old freshman from Bom-
bay, India, said that before he 
came here he was very wary of 
what he was told about Amer-
1eans. 
"I was told that they were 
snobbish and that they· don't 
bother to help you out. I thought 
that life was going to be tough.," 
-Minocha said. · 
However, when he came for 
orientation his expectations 
were proved incorrect. Instead, 
"Everyone is _very nice. It's not 
at all like what I heard." 
Punit associates his happiness 
in a large part to Smith Hall and 
its close-knit environment. He 
sees the dorm as a h~ppy family; 
on·e in which many are in the 
same situation as he. 
Punit, as many other new 
'foreign students, was surprised 
at the amount of drinking and 
partying that takes place on the 
college campus. . 
"There is no drinking age 
where I come from, so drinking 
isn't as biga deal," Punit said.-
Sa:lima Dossa, a- freshman 
business administration major 
from Nairobi, Kenya, comes 
fro.qi a smaJl, conservative Mos-
lerh tomrritmity.°'She expresses . 
the· same v.i:ews ':about drid~irig.t; 
"The guys ·at home will dtink 
a little, but the girls will not.' 
They-know better,'' Salima said. 
. She· came to U.NH to study· 
because she knew that New 
England had some of the be.st · 
colleges and universities in the 
coui:itry. She also wanted to be 
in a"couritry where she had no 
relatives. - ' · 
· Salima finds the United States 
---,-----------------------------------------=, - very -similar to her home in Kenya. However, one aspect in 
the American culture that she · 
finds very different is the com-: 




H OM ECO M I N G 1988 
• Giant Twister Ga 
• · Wacky Olympics 
• Banner Contest 
• · Bed Races 
• T-Shirt Contest 
"UNH is Dancin' in the Streets" 
Registration 
· Office. of Student Activities 
126 MUB 
Mon, Wed, Fri, Qam-11om 
Jues., Thurs., 2pm-4:30pm 
* Want to pl~y, b~t don't have a team? ltfst show up and we'll find one for you! 
·•"' : . .,._ . ~ . . ' ...... . ·~ . . . ' . : 
\~ ,{~'!' ,!~ ~J: 'f' 'i ~ ;..J§-, :,~h :~~ ',;,t-',,4,,T;.. ¥{~,. ~~ .. 1.i.;~ ,:;1>/ ,.:~~; ,;,J:./,,,J,. V 'F-'f,.:., ~ ;~}! j~ ,.,J.J-.,ti.) ,,l;t, (. I l t. 1 •J \ r,
, ( 








"It's really shocking how 
common divorce is here. I think 
it is horrible. At home I know 
about four people out of a whole 
·community wh9 ' have been 
divorced. Here, in one day, I met 
more _than that," Salima said. 
She describes herself at home 
as a shy, conservative person 
who spends a lot of time with 
her family. However, she's 
found it very easy to be herself 
_here and .she's glad that she · 
came. 
"People take the tiuie to.get 
to know you, and my friends at 
Smith Hall are very sincere," 
Salima said. 
Stavros Caramondani, anoth-
er business administration ma-
jo·r, comes from Nicosia, the 
capital of Cyprus. He first 
learneq about the University 
of New Hampshire through 
catalogues, mailings ~nd later 
from his sister who attended 
Oberlin College in Ohio. 
"I got afraid," he said, ref-
erring to the big issues like 
AIDS, drugs, and alcohol; prob-
le rris that are associated with 
life on American college cam~ 
puses. 
Stavros said he views· the· 
American people as "very friend-
1 y, very .organized: and ve-ry 
helpful." '· 
- ·However, he is alar:med ·at the 
ignorance of American people 
when it comes to international 
affairs, · 
· - ''For e~ample, t~ey, think .J:hai 
Cypnis ·rfan isfaii,o'bff \Sf-Gre~ce, 
but it is ·no('' said "Stavrcis>"If 
,is· an indep~ndent country with 
a democracy. On a larger"scale, 
many students don't even kpovr 
who heads the goyernmertt .of 
Cana·da and it' is the· coffntry 
airecdy"-abo.ve the U:S.'' , 
Stavros said he would. be the 
same way: if he was \1 citizen 
here. · ' 
- "People don't have' to concern 
them~elves with · foreign issues, 
the U.S. is a superpower and 
doesn't have anything to worry 
about," said Stavros. 
FL/IONS 
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Frank Heald ~ith the keys to T-Hall. (Hilary Paige photo) 
Reasoning behind the ringing 
floor of T -Hall. . 
By Marianne Moore At that time,. Heald was 
Every day, at just aboutlunch working at UNH in public 
time, you hear them. But for relations and as an editor for 
many students at UNH the bells . Alumnus. 
that bellow from Thomps·cn Because his office was located 
Hall are _as much a mystery as near the carillon, he became 
Big Foot. . interested, and be(ore long, 
Despite what most people Heald was playing. · 
think, the T-hall bells are really The music department was 
·. bells. But they ~re not __ at T-hall. initiaJly i,n charge qf the carollip, 
The bells. aie not the 'tradi- but after the . organ director 
t.i~nal cai;t. bells .one thinks of retired, the carillon became 
in a church tower rung by a boy Heald's responsibilty. , 
swinging on.ropes. But actua1ly Heald lives in Durham, and 
a musical instrument · - the although now retired, worked 
carollin. _·. . . for the university f9r 35 years. 
The cai-ollin .is made up of a He is a 1939 graduc}te· of ,UNH 
keyboard resembling an organ and a former Alph~rTau Omega 
that is connectep to bells. · · · brother. , . , 
·Frank Heald 1s the man be- Heald said- that UNH's caril~.: 
. hind the bells at UNH. · · Ion is the "largest in New · 
Acc.ording to Heald, in 1952, England, and except for the 
the Alumni Center wanted to Metropolitan Opera, the biggest 
create a ·memorial for Oren one in the northeast." · , 
"Dad" Hende.rson, a UNH The present carillon, the 
registar who died irt 19·5 L . second owned by UNH, was a 
It was decided that a 64 bell $42,000 gift from the class of 
carillon would b~ purchased in 1943. The 264 bell carillon has 
his honor. The carillon was · four types of bells: Flemish bells, 
initially · located on the third which make a traditional Eu-
More .Than'·· 
Copies 
' . · \ ~ 
• ·Floppy Disks 
• FAX Service 
• Resumes 
• Collating & Binding 
-• -Laser Typesetting 
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51 Main Street,- Durham 
ropean sound, the English major 
and minor ·bells and Boudon 
bells, which are played with 
-·pedals. 
The bells are played by an 
organ-type instrument which 
triggers a clapper. The note is 
played and the clapper starts 
the bell. This sound is electron-
ically amplified through a 500 
· watt amp at T-Hall. · 
In aq.dition to having .more 
hells, the new carillon has the 
ability to be pre-record~d and 
played by the trigger of a digital 
timer. 
The bells are u.sually played 
by Heald, but need -to be taped 
on ~casion if thert. is a meeting 
in the Hende-rson Conference 
room -in the Alumni Center, 
where the bells are .kept. · . 
The tape,, however, is not 
simply a recording of Heald's 
playing. The tape is a recording 
of electronic impulses which 
trigger the specific bell chords. 
Heald is known· in the area 
as the "music man,"and has 
quite a following. When the new 
carillon was bought in 1983, 
Heald made a record.· One side 
· contains classics, and the other, 
songs that were popular wlien 
the class of 1Q43 were students. 
The tape is also available. of 
the bells, so' that ·~people can 
have them in their car or wha-
tever," said Heald. . 
At· -Christmas, a tape of 
Heald's Christmas tunes on the 
carillon is available in local 
stores. 
Heald has been playing the 
carillon since 1952. And he 
couldn't offer an answer if he 
would quit someday. 
.The 10 minutes of music 
everyday always begins with the 
New Hampshire Hymn and the 
last song, the alma ma_ter. The 
other songs are divided between 
old favorites~ hymns, classical 
pieces, or show tunes. 
" It is just n ice . to offer a 
variety," said Heald. t<Some 
people don't like hymns and · 
some do." 
Although not everyone enjoys 
the bells, one sophomore said 
"~ like sk.~pping to class to 
0 Susanna. -
However, Heald's love for the 
bells is immeasurable. 
"I love to do it ... it's fun to 
sh_ow it off," said HealcL 
ROTC grOups focus 
educational issues 
By Alexander Berger which the cadets aren 't commit~ 
Maybe you've seen the ROTC ted. These preparato ry years 
cadets walking around c·ampus teach the Air Force organiza-
wearing camouflage or blue tiona l structure and history 
uniforms. Maybe ... you even know while the final two years stress 
a cadet or two personally, but management and leadership, 
how much do you really know. said Heaphy. 
about ROTC on campus? . "The Air Force program is 
The fact is that many students geared. to educate college stu-
o,n campus aren't aware of what dents inwhat we require of our 
the Air Force and Army ROTC officers," said Heaphy. 
programs ·do and many have Students on campus have 
misconceptions abou~ the. pur-. many different vi ews of the 
pose of ROTC. ROTC programs and find in-
" We don't teach war," said formation about ROTC hard to 
Colonel Arthur Heaphy, pro- find. 
f aerospace studie_s for When asked, ,most students 
e ROTC. "Our courses didn't know the role of ROTC 
are co llege-level courses de- and had -no strong perceptions 
signed to enhance education." of the cadets. Some had strong 
Heaphy adds that while the opinions about the program. 
military is a profession of Student Senator Jonathan 
violence, they don't -advocate _ Garthwaite, a junior at UNH, 
.it. said he ,_feels ,there 3:re better 
"We insure that we're ready things people could be trained 
to defend national security if to do. . 
needed." said Heaphy. "There are more necessary 
Army cadet Andy Bevington, things in the world than sold-
a senior at UNH, says that - iers." Garthwaite said. 
ROTC and the military provide Garthwaite said that many 
people with a good place to start people who joip ROTC do so 
a career. primar-ily because they need 
Bevington adds that the mil- financial aid and ca.n't obtain 
itary gives leadership expe- help elsewhere. He also said that 
rience that not only applies to because of the lack of financial 
the military but also to the . alternatives, ROTC shouldn't 
. outside world; · be allowed on campus. He added 
"The military is a large cor- that everyone who wants an 
poration and a very small por- education has a right to be at 
tion of it is devoted to· combat," UNH. 
Bevington said. · Jane Stapleton, a graduate' 
Military studies professor student, also believes that some 
Major Michael Kinkade, of the stude.rits ·are'. "sucked" into the 
Army, says that many of the military-due to fina~cial need. · 
misconceptions of ROTCcame Stapleton said a.H students 
from parents who grew up in should be given the opportunity 
the -Vietnam era when ROTC · to _receive such sc~olarships and 
primarily taught people to think not just those who sign up for . 
as a group adding that it has -military commitments. · 
changed its priorities since that ~ Air Force cadet Cheryl Gray, 
time. a second year cadet, disagrees 
"ROTC is inuch *different with the statement that most 
today," said Kinkade. "People cadets join for scholarships. 
think all we do is march." "I want to fly planes, I . want · 
Kinkade adds that now ROTC to be a pilot," said Gray. "I.didn't 
stresses cadets to take initiative join for the money, because rm 
and ·to ask thought provoking not getting any." · · · 
questions. , · ' _ Gray said that AFR OTC gives · 
Of the two services on cam- s,tudents an opportunity t<>,_ try 
pus, the Army is ge'ared more out the military without com-
toward military education, teach- mitmeht as the first two years 
ing some military strategy but are "just to test the water," and-
also management and leader- (:adets don't coi;nmit th€mselves 
ship, according to the university until their junior year. , 
catalog. Air Force ROTC has • Gray said one of the miscon-
. a different mission, ·-said ceptions about ROTC cadets is 
Heaphy. that "we're warmongers, that 
The Air Force ROTC starts 'our purpose is to get out and 
with a two y_ear period duri·ng kill people:" 
. ,.._ ........................................................................ , ..... , ..... ,.,,,. 
~ ' . . . . . . ~ _// i ~ For students, /acuity and staff -.~/ ~ 
I FALL •, . ~ .. ~ /-®~;'( I_ ~ V \ / l i ~ . I Means 'It 's Time to Protect · ;, • ~ \ · . . :, ! 
~ Y ourself Against the . ~ ~ :1' ~ 
I FLU ~ ,~ll (JJ~- ' ! I e~ ~~. 
I -If you are over age 65 . . ~ 
~ or · I 
~ -If you have a chronic disease such as ~ I diabetes, heart; respitory, or kidney disease I 
~ ' ' ~ ! V~cci!1e available a! HEAL TH SERVICES CENTER ~ 
~ Monday th_ rough Fnday, 9:00a.m.~3:30p.m. ~ 
~ , . . . . ~ ~,,,, ..... ,, .............. , ....... ,.., ..... ,,,,, ..... ...-
\ 
··------··--··•-11111!111---•· 'IJll:;aec ...... _...,. _____ ~....,.......... .. ....... ---- --·· --
I 
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Stickball toql'ney 
hits for Cha~lty · 
I . I 
I Electronically Typed . . { By Kelly Fallon · ~ ~Apprnximately ?0 "hardcore". 
athle_res got together this i,ast 
Saturday on Kappa Sigma fra-
ternity's l~wn for a stickball 
tournament that raised $ 3 5 for 
the United Way. 
I 
I $18.50 includes 
Typing, Selection of Paper and Envelopes 
PLUS 
25 copies •· 25 envelopes * 25 ema sheets of paper 
Changes easily made wi!_h our One Year me'o/'ory storage 
Open Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30 Jenkins Court 
According to Kappa Sigma 
bro_ther Mike Eliasburg, the all 
day event was not strictly for 
Greeks, but at least half of those 
who participa_ted were Kappa 
Sigma brothers. 
After each four player team 
payed a $5 entry fee, the tour-
nament was underway. The 
three inning games were ex-
tremely competitive, and teams 
wer:e eliminated until finally the 
Mgurns team was victorious 
with a 4 and O record, Eliasburg · 
D·urham Coh-11 . . Durham, N.H . .. - . r., 868-1031 . 
_L--~--~----... --,..------ ----------..--------------~ 
,,1 do1lt wa11t 
a lot of hype. 
·I just want 
something I 
can count on.,, 
said. · 
The entire competition lasted 
for six hours because "not 
Some long disunce 
companies promise you 
the moon, but \\ilat H)U 
really want is depenciable. 
high-quality service. That's 
just what you'll get \"d1t·n 
you choose AT&T Long 
Distance Service. at a cost 
that's a lot less than mu 
thfnk. You can expe<.:t low 
long distance rates. 2+hom 
operator assistance. cle~tr 
connections and immediate 
credit for wrong numbers. 
And the assurance that 
virtuallv :ill of mur calls \Yill 
go throt.1gh the first time. 
That's-the genius of the 
AT&T Workhvide Intdligent 
Network ' 
When it's time to 
choose, forget the gimmicks 
and make the intelligent 
choice-AT&T 
If voud like to knO\\. 
more about our products or 
servkes, like International 
Calling arid the AT&T Cml. 
call us at 1_800222-0300. 
----AT&T 
The right choice. 
everyone could play at the same 
time," Eliasburg said. "The 
,..,.tQ:!-!,rnament was successful, even 
though it was :a realtively small 
turnout. It would-ha.ve been 
helpful to have had more spec-
tators." 
Ho'Yever, those who partic-
ipated seemed to hav~ enjoyed 
themselves even more knowing 
they helped contribute to the 
United Way. · 
"It was fun," Kappa Sigma 
brother Prescott Nash said. "It's · 
hard to raise as rriuch mo·ney as 
with the Keg Toss, because it- • 
takes more time to play each 
game, a
1
nd not as many can be 
involve,d. With the Haunted 
House i'.n October and the Keg 
Toss in the spring, we'll def-
initely raise a lot more money 
for the_ U ~ited Way.''. 
---QUAYLE-.-; 
(co_ntinued from page 2) 
1 
risy, Ferber.said.The grand plan 
if Quayle refuses to meet with 
them, he said, is for the veterans 
and resisters to attend his press 
conferences and make their 
presence known through phys-
ical or vocal gestures. · 
'.'We're not a big group, we 
are all/ interesting group. The 
press finds us interesting," he 
said. . · 
Prof · resisted c;lraft , . 
As a draft resister, Ferber was 
indicted and found guilty by 
Boston's Federal Court in 1968. 
The charge resulted from a · 
service at Arlington Street '...._ 
Church in Boston wli'ere 200 
young men turned in their draft 
cards to protest the war. Ferber 
saw that die cards were turned · 
into the Justice Department in 
Washington, D.C.. 
"We threw the gauntlet down 
to the government;' Ferber said. 
"Immediately the F.B.I. po:unced 
on it." 
, . Ferber was brought to trial 
a.long with four other activists 
includipg famous child-care 
author Dr. Benjamin Spock. He 
was fined and sentenced to two 
years in prison. . _ 
When- Ferbe'r appealed, the 
case was thrown out on a tech-
nicallity and the government 
· never pursued it: A trial that 
was meant to set an example 
for the tim~s had only backfired. 
Ferber was drafted twice 
during the war. The first time 
the. ord~r was dropped because 
of the criminal charges. After 
the appeal, he was drafted again, 
but "for reasons I still don't 
under.~tand they dropped the 
order. 
"I have no regrets, I only wish 
I could have done more,': Ferber. 
said. · 
For now, Ferber is glad the 
Vietnam Veterans and Resisters 
Against Hypocrisy has giv~n 
him a chance to meet people 
with the same concernes. 
"To me what is quite moving 1 
is to form a bond with the 
people who went to war. I am 
finding we have more in com-
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I 
o ~ In order to be recognized 
Clubs & Organizations 
I as an officialcampus 
g , organization you must . §§ _ 
o _ REGISTER in _the 
8 .STUDENTACTIVITIES OFFICE 
· o 
by September 30th. o 
************************· 
.. more info: . 
Stop by 126 MUB 
-_ or call 862-1001 
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MUB PUB HOURS 
7:30 a.m. to} p.m. Monday - Thursday 






Start · your morning right with a delicious breakfast! Items range from bagels 
to our scrumptious big breakfast specials!! / 
MUBGRUBS 
Good news!! MUB GRUBS start again this week! 
Wednesday, Sept. 28 
''Tribute to David Letterman" 
Million dollar chicken 
Vegetable Chop Suey 
Rice 
Broccoli and Carrots 
Corn Chowder 
. Cheeseburger Soup 
Kahlua Mousse-
Monday, Oct. 3 
_Bar-b-que Chicken 
· Dutchess Potatoes · 
Carrots and Peas 
Hearty Vegetables 
Cream of Broccoli Soup 
Watermelon Faces 
Tuesday, Oct. 4 
Pasta Primavera 
Manicotti 
Corn Saute Mexicarie · 
Zucchini 
Minestrone Soup 
French Onio'n Soup 
Appk Turnovers 
NIGHT GRILL SPECIALS 
·Monday- Slice O' Cheese Pizza and 12 oz. Soda 
Tuesday- Grilled.Cheese with Ham Sandwich 
Wednesday- BLT 
Thursday- Hamburger 
ALL specials only $1.25!! (ome by for so~e great MUBfood!!! 
PISTACHIO'S . 
OPEN 11 a.m.- 11 p.m., Monday thru Friday 
3 p.m.-9 p.m., Saturday and Sunday 
GOODIE PACKAGES 
~~ed a B/rthday Cake for a Friend or Roommate? 
Order one for ONLY $12.00 
I 
We cad also provide Cookies, Balloons, & Mor_e!! 
Call 862-2046, 
ask for Joe'or Roland. 
New sports store downtown 
By Richard D' Avolio 
· Do you remember where 
Durham Book Exchange used 
to be? 
Well, starting yesterday, UNH ' 
students ·will find tennis balls 
instead of chemistry lab books 
at this Main Street location. 
According to Roger Hayden, 
the owner of Hayden Enter-
prises, a nationwide wholesale 
distributor of sporting .goods, 
the store will be selling athletic 
equipment and clothing articles, 
including custom screen printed 
T-shirts for people to choose 
their own designs or logo. 
., Joe Orzel, director of whole-
sale, is hoping to attract teams 
and clubs from the university, 
such as fraternities and intram-
urals to have their shirts made 
, by them. · . 
"That's something we're 
counting on," Orzel said. 
According to Roger Hayden,-
the pre-grand opening will have 
limited sporting good equip-
ment on .hand, but customers 
will be able to fill out a survey 
indicating what products they 
would likNo see being sold. The 
grand opening is scheduled for . 
the second week in. October. 
From the surveys Hayden 
hopes to find out what sporting · 
goods and clothing articles the 
town ·· of Durham-desires. Some 
brarid names Hayden will be 
selling are Browns soccer balls, 
a top squash line, Haynes and 
Russell sports wear and possibly 
Hind running and swim lines. 
Hayden also said he may be 
selling a top line of all purpose 
sneakers, but that's indefinite 
at this time. 
Hayden, who is opening the 
store, has been involved in 
· sporting go~ds for sometime 
now. 
"I have been running a whole-
sale business for five years, 
geared to health clubs, pro-
shops, and sports gear related 
to that on hand at the retail 
store," _said Hayden. 
Hayden Enterprises is nation-
wide, with distribution reaching 
Hawaii and California. 
"The retail store will be 
priced competitively with all 
the top quality items in store," 
Hayden said.1 
Hayden said he took the 
property just over a month ago. 
! .. 
-.... . 
It had been vacant since last 
January when Durham Book 
Exchange ,moved up the street. 
According to Durham Book 
Manager Lorraine Mechen, "We 
left because the new space whs 
available. There was poor vis-
-ibility in the basement and we 
have a bigger space here." 
Steve Petrovitsis, owrter of 
Durham House of Pizza and 
~wner of the building in which 
Hayden Sports oc,cupies, said 
that the property has been ·open 
since J anuari 
"I just wanted to find the right 
person and I think Roger is that 
person," said Petr~vitsis .. "I 
think Hayden should do very 
well here. 
Royal Tees, Inc. 
(formerly Fit To {I Tee) 
Custom Printed T-Shirts 
Let us outfit your team, organizatio11r fraternity, or sorority . 
155 Portland .Ave. 





Apply by October 1·sth 
to spen·d the semeste~ iri the 
UNHLONDONPROGRAM 
for details come to a 
"Question and answer· session" 
Time: Thursday, September 29, 7:00pm 
Place: 1925 Room, Elliott AlumrJi Ce'nter 
Refreshments Served-Everybody Welcome 




· ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS CELEBRATES YOUR · 
RETURN TO CAMPUS WITH THIS SPECIAL 
STUDENT PC OFFER! 
It's the start of a brand.,new school year. And Zenith Data 
Systems would like to welcome you back with th~is special 
personal computer offer. 
With a Zenith Data Systems PC at your desk you'll 
be able to write and edit papers in a fraction of the time. 
You'll also enjoy many advanced capabilities that'll give 
you a· definite ~dvantage throughout your college career. · 
Of course, that advantage will continue long after 
college since Zenith Data Systems PCs are among the 
preferred computers in business, too. 
. So visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems Campus 
Contact today and make this your most exciting year yet. 
Make Your Return To Campus A Happy One -
Visit Your Zenith Data Systems Campus Contact . 
Today: 
Warn er Jones 
868-5910 
or 
. Brian. Martineau 
862-7048 
Zenith Student Representatives 
· The ZeniU~ Data Systems 
Z-15'9 Desktop PC Model 2 
Suggested retail price: $1829 . 
SPECIAL STUDENT PRICE: 
$999 
• IBM PC Jt compatibility 
• .MS-DOSJr included 
• Run·s virtually all MS- DOS software 
• 640K RAM plus 128K EMS RAM 
• Hercules or CGA-compatible video-
• Internal expandability for your growing 
· computing needs 
• Handles large applications and databases 
• Ideal fo,r word processing, acco'unting-
and spreadsheets 
• Colorand monochrome monitors available. 
H IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM Corp . · 
" MS-DOS !5 a rPgistered tr.ademark of Microsoft Corp . . 
* 20 MB Configuration 
Available 
. ;pw1r• data . · .·. systems 
THE QUALITY GOES IN B1;:FORE THE NAME GOES ON® 
Special pricing offer good only on purchases directly through Zenith Contact( s) listed above by students, faculty and staff for their own use. No other discounts apply. Limit one personal computer and 
one monitor per individual in any 12-month period . Prices subjectto change without notice. ' · 
© 1988, Zenith Data Systems . · Form No. 13~ 1-988 , 
_,_♦ WSAAb 3 
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Editorial-
· Antagonist behind · apathy 
Accusations of -apathy have ·~been a 
constant complaint about the ·student body. 
Year after year we all hear how no one gets 
involved, how no one cares about student 
issues, how no one ever looks beyond their 
own little world. 
That's probably all true, but it's much 
more interesting to look at why some of 
this a·pathy exists. Disrespect and disregard 
of students by the administration is one 
of the main causes. 
The system for deteriorating arty strongh-
old students may have is a highly effective 
and _admirable one. To fully understand 
how it_ works, let's look at a common case 
scenario: 
• First, as the administration, you 
casually inform the student body of a change 
you are planning: Of course, you have far · 
surpassed the planning stages, but, for the 
sake of fictitious democracy, you leav:e it 
at that. 
Ex. Admin. - "Oh, by the way, we're 
thinking of relocating the library .to the 
, MUB." Students - ''What ... What for?" 
Adinin. - "Well, we're only considering 
it (n(?te: never give a direct answer). Why 
don'_t you set up a committee and let us know 
what the students think." 
• This leads to the riext step. Give the 
students something to chew on while final 
arrangments are being made, something 
which requires lots of time and energy. And 
~emember, pet them once in a while. It helps . 
to keep them off your back while they think 
· their opinion makes_ some sort of difference. 
Silly kids. 
Ex. Admin. - "Get some surveys 
showing students' needs for the vacant 
library space and design a shelf sequence 
for every book· with its exact angle of 
placement.' Have it by n€xt week and we1ll 
disCllss it. Keep up the-good work." 
• Now put off the 'final decision' until 
the- very last possible moment. Wearing 
students out is a key to having as little 
resistance as possible. And if you can hold 
out until summer break, great. Your sure 
to shake even the strongest die-hards off 
by then. 
.- Ex. Admin. - . "Look, I thought I told 
you the _report had to be on 3x5 fluorescent 
index cards? I can't be bothered with a 
computer _print out! You'll have to wait 
another month." 
• .Finally, your wheeling and dealing 
is finished and the move is about to take 
place. Here is the most important · step of 
·all. Are you paying attention? Use the word 
compromise. That's right, ~ompromise. 
It even has a nice soft sound to it. If you 
use this word right, you can disguise 
anything. . 
, Ex. Admin. - "Alright, you've brought 
up some valid points. It's dear to see there 
must be a compromise with this · decision. 
Students' needs obviously deserve greater -
consideration. We'll ·move the library into 
the MUB and let students bring food and 
drinks inside again.'' · 
And so goes the administration's-'dis-
regard for our concerns. We walk away 
dazed and frustrated, wondering how this 
.happened right rinder our nose and why 
we wasted so much of our valuable time. 
So the next time we won't bother. Apathy 
seems.more productive and tolerating more-
rewarding than being · belittled once mor~. 
The administration wins again. ·The 
students lose again. And soon there won't 
even be a fight. 
Note: Speakout this Thursday at 12:39 in _ front of T-Hall. Don't give up the fight. 
Sanborn 
To the Editor: 
- -The September 20 article by 
Pamela DeKoning stated I refused 
comment on the issue of sexual 
assault. This upset me since I never 
talked to Ms . DeKoning on this 
subject, rather I did speak to Mr. 
Kumar and gave him a statement. 
Let me make it clear that I will 
·always speak to the issues especially 
those which violate the rights of 
any member of this community. In 
addition, I will continue to do my 
best to make this c;ommunity a safe 
and respectful one for all. 
Sincerely yours, 
J. Gregg Sanborn 
Associate Vice President and 
Dean for Student Affairs 
Permit 
To the Editor: 
To the person or persons who 
stole my general permit #3328 on 
Monday the 19th between 9:00-
11:00 A.M. 
Imagine my surprise when I 
arrived at my car Monday afternoon 
- to find a ticket on my windshield. 
I had parked legally, so I was 
extremely puzzled, however upon 
reading the ticket I discovered the 
reason to be no permit. Sure 
enough, in the place of my ticket 
usually hangs, was an empty space. 
Now, not all of us are being sent 
to UNH by our mommies and , 
daddies. Some of us actually have 
a couple of children at home as well 
as our college expenses. Five dollars 
to replace a permit is not just a drop 
in the bucket fo r some of us. Not 
only is stealing a pretty scummy 
thing to do, but you may be taking 
from someone who just can't afford 
5,1 1 
it. The saddest thing of all is that I) 
_ for the first time in two years, I am 
now forced to lock my car against· 
thieves such as yourself. 
Carole M. Warner 
The New Rampshi~e 
· would like to-know 
what you think of us. · 
Send Letters to 
Editor to: 
the 
The New Hampshire 
Room 151_ 
MUB 
Letters to the editor 
' -
should be typed with a 
name,- address and 
-1 
phone number for 
· verification. 
C 
~ ] ~ ii ~ ~ 
The New Hampshire 
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University Forum 
Action is the 
key to, change 
by Rachel Levin. 
As a student from the Uni- forget about the other issues 
versity of California, Santa that effect us. Don't just talk 
Cruz, who is on exchange for about the issues to your 
the year, I'm having the uni- friends. Do something about 
que opportunity to size up Ca- them. Voice your opinion. 
lifornia to New England and The New Hampshire ·gives 
also University to University. space to vent feelings through 
Many things are different. I the University Forum as well 
come from a school where the as the opportunity to write let-
professors relate to students as . ters to the editor. What can be 
if they were equals and the ma- more powerfbl than words in 
jority of the students I guess black and white ot.peopte-
would be. labeled, as you marching up and down· the 
would ·,say, "Granolas." Grant- street handing out fliers corn-
ed, my school is probably con- plaining about the loss of stu-' 
sidered one_ of the most liberal dent input concerning late 
schools on the: West Coast. fees. Through both of these 
Some would also. say it is just methods students, faculty! the 
full of P.C.'s (No, P.C.'s ~re administration and the com-
not just comp~ters: 'J;'heseare · · _ muntity can be reached. Not 
the people who do what is pol- - everyone will r.ead the paper, 
itically correct whether they ·not everyone will walk on 
truly support the issue or . Main Street, but by using 
not.). Regardless, some of the these avenues,.ideas will hope-
things I miss most are the pol- fully reach everyone. 
itical rallies, the boycotts of The University of New · 
classes, and people who are VO.; Hampshire is a great school 
cally concerned about universi- and there is so much going on 
·ty issues. These people come here that it is easy to forget 
out to express their concerns that there is a world outside 
and anger that arise when an Durham. With all the issues 
• -•""c:--··· ,iqjustice ocurrs qn campus re- facing students in the next 
gardless of the sometimes pres- , couple of weeks (presidential 
ent alienation. elections,etc.), it is vital to 
The apathy on this campus not ju.st read The New Hamp-
scares me. An important na- shire and throw it on the 
tional election is coming up ground or use iJ under the 
as well as the issues on cam- bird cage. When you feel ang-
pus and !he only concern I see ry, frustrated, or confused 
comes from those on The about an issue, respond. Write 
New Hampshire aad the few a letter or form a group and 
people who write letters. A pass out fliers. As students 
university can't be a place for ' who aren't yet out in the real 
apathy. Women are getting as- world, we liave the perfect op-
saulted on campus, parking is portunity to react to what 
almost impossible in or bothers us. Yell, write, boy-
around campus and there is a cott classes. Whether the 
presidential election that will crowd is big or small, people 
determine our future. We all will listen to students. The col-
have classes and other activi- . lective student voice can make 
ties going on· but still we can't a difference. 
Rachel Levin, junior, is a Psychology and English 
major on exchange from the University of Califor-
nia, Santa Cruz. 
. "Speak Out" 
Thursday, September 29, 1988 
12:30. pm T-haJl fawn 
This Thursday afternoon an event, appropriately 
called "Speak Out", will be held on the lawn of 
T-Hall beginning at 12:30 pm. A microphone will 
be open to the public for anyone to openly state 
their opinions on any topic. The empty _space in 
the basement of the MUB or the recent Presidential 
debate may be two such topics, although you will 
not be limited · to politics or University isslJ~S. This · 
is an opportunity to be heard and to familiarize 
yourself with what is going on around you - don't 
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Spend the morning/afternoon WATERSKIING 
at our COMPLETE WATER SKI FACILITY 
~ . wo Ski 8oats: . 
• Barefooting . _ ~ki Nautique 
• Slalom · Barefoot Natique 
•Trick "'· · ... 
•Pair · ~ 
•Kneeboard 
•Skurfer 
We provide ALL equipment including 
Wetsuits and Barefoot Suits 
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Arts·&, Entertainment 
Eight. Men Out Satisfies 
By Marc A. Mamigonian 
Earlier this year we had a fine 
baseball comedy - Bull Durham. 
Now, we have Eight .Men Out, 
which may oe· the best film about 
baseball ever made, and which 
is one of the best films of the 
year so far. Written and directed 
by John Sayies (Matewan, The 
Brother From Another Planet), 
it is the true story of the 1919 
Chicago White Sox, who threw · 
the 1919 World Seri~s against 
the Cincinnati Reds, thus earn-
ing themselves the name. Black 
Sox. 
Baseball being, as it is, the 
so-called national -pastime, it 
was and still is seen as a symbol 
, of what Americans think is great -
about" this country. The idea 
that, through hard work and 
dedication, anyone can succeed 
and earn the recognition due 
. their efforts is very appealing, 
and even today we tend to 
idolize those that rise to the top 
in baseball (I say "even today" 
because we live in a far more 
cynical world than that of 1919). 
The romantic idea that Amer-
ica was once an innocent, pris-
tine kingdom on a hill in some 
•(' former dme is ve_ry appealing 
to many who lament. the cynical 
nature_ of modern life; Many 
have pQinted to. the Black Sox 
scandal as a symbol of the loss 
_ of innocence, aad there may be 
" some truth in this; although, 
if in fact America was ever 
· b.1noceht#,World-War I all but , 
ended it, leaving little for the 
alack Sox to destroy. Still, myths 
don't die easily, and many have 
suggested that Sayles uses ·the 
Bfack Sox as such a symbol, but 
that is not the whole truth. 
More than just creating or 
reinforcing myths, Sayles is 
concerned, with telling a story, 
a'nd evoking an era that to most 
people (myself included) exists 
only in grainy, sped up, black 
and white images. In this he 
succeeds magnificently, through 
beautiful set designs, excellent 
photography, and his own in-
telligent and tasteful di~ection. 
What Sayles is doing is telling 
. an epic of sorts; for what is an 
e ic other than a rand m th 
that a nation tells about itself? During the series, two writers 
But even while telling the epic, (played by Sayles himself as 
he is getting at its soft under- Ring Lardner and the other 
belly. The film focuses, prim- played by Studs Terkel) catch 
arily, on three "heroes." Shoe- on, and after the series, it all 
less Joe Jackson (played by D.B. comes out. The eigl)t men either 
Sweeney), the illiterate out- directly or indirectly involved 
fielder ,who was one of the (including Weaver) are tried 
greatest hitters of all time, Buck and found innocent. However, 
Weaver (John Cusack), the The owners, to protect them-
devoted third baseman, obsessed selves, bring in Judge Kenesaw 
with being the best, and Ed Mountain Landis (played by an 
Cicotte (David Straithairn), the actor who looks completeJy like 
weary, veteran pitcher who was Landis) to be the new commis-
one of the dominant hurlers of sioner, and Landis bans all eig~t 
the era. players for life from pro base-
As the story unfolds, it is easy ball. · 
to see what drove the players Sayles debunks the notion of 
to do what they did. The Chicago baseball as a pure game played 
owner, Charlie Comiskey, was by clean cut kids who just want 
a notorious cheapskate; for their to . have fun - it is implied that 
pennant bonus, he sends flat fixes were common, only not 
champagne, and rather than pay in the World Series - ·but h_e 
_Cicotte a promised 30 victory cannot totally reject the myth 
. ·bonus, he benches him for 5 of baseball itself. Rather, he 
starts so that he finishes the shows that rank corruption (in 
season with 29. the players get the form of several · of the 
so riled that they talk about players and the gamblers) ex-
(hypothetically, at first) throw- isted side by side with wide eyed 
ing the ~eries for some gamblers enthusiasm for the game (per-
in order to spite Comiskey and sonified by Buck Weaver and 
earn some big bucks. the kids in the stands.) While 
It is easy ( too easy) to read he does not insist · that this 
this as a classic labor vs. capital symbolized the death of Amer-
-allegory, but the point is, base- ican innocence (whatever that 
l?all was run differently back means), he shows that it was 
then: Then~ were no long term the death of innocence, perhaps, 
contracts, no free agency, and for some: the kids. 
for most players, since they had Eveh though I knew it was 
no edu·ca,tion or training, no coming, the big ".Say it ain't so, 
opportunities elsewhere after Joe" scene outside the cour-
retirement: this is innocent, troom is still gut wretching. The 
perhap-s, . compar,ed te-_=ioday ,fact is, S,ayles ifilplies, the 0nly 
when "lawyers and agents are ones who may have been cor-
stars, but it is also fundamentally rupted, not an adult world. that 
corrupt. · was already corrupt beyond any 
Several players respond en- undoing. . / ' · 
thusiastically to the overtures The film works, then, on 
of big-time gamblers, but others, several levels. As pure enter- · 
especially Cicotte and Jackson, tainment for baseball junkies, · 
are hesitant. Still others, like it is right on target. For movie 
Weaver, refuse to go along but junkies, the film is made with 
do not expose their teammates. great skill and care, and the 
Jackson consents when told it performances, especially Swee-
would be "dumb" not to; Joe ney's, Cusack's, and Straithorn's 
doesn't want to look dumb. (the ubiquitouss Charlie Sheen , 
Cicotte, although tormented by is also in the cast), are memor-
his decision futing the series able. And for those who want 
(he wins a game he was sup- even more, call it myth making 
posed to lose, but when threa- or myth breaking, d~pending 
tened by the gamblers' toughs, on your reading ··of the film, 
gives in), consents out of spite Eight Men Out is near perfect . 
for Comiske· . · 
Mikel Rouse, founder and force behind Titez Tirez . 
. Tirez . Tirez · 
overlooked ag&in · 
Tirez Tirez 
Against All Flags 
Primitive Man Records 
By Arthur Lizie 
Riding a long distance in a 
rickety train. At first the noise, 
th~ wheels ,pounding th~ track, 
is annoying and monotonous. 
Suddenly, the mind drifts and 
a delicate; in_tricate pattern is 
revealed in the ince£sant 
rhythms of the machine. Tirez 
Tirez's Against All Flags feels 
like-a ride on that · rickety train. 
Tirez Tirez, meaning "Pull 
Pull" in French, is the brainchild · 
of vocalist/ songwriter Mikel 
Rouse: Rouse, an experimenter 
at heart, from his directing to 
his chamber music, writes un-
usually linear, train-like songs. 
At first he patterns a basic, often 
generic rhythm; as the song 
picks up speed, he weaves a 
labyrinth of progress'ive into 
the fabric of the song. What was -
once simple, monotonous, is 
now genius. · . 
Although genius may be too 
strong a word, Rouse is at the 
very least a master of the pop· 
song. Both Against All Flag sand 
the band's last record, 1987's 
So fia/Responsibility, contain 
at least five potential hit singles 
respectively, although Tirez 
Tirez may not be the band to 
make them hits. They lack a key 
element ,of pop success - they 
often don't generate enough 
energy to keep up the pace 
throughout a song, losing steam 
as the engine C0(1'eS into station. 
The album's best songs are -
like ice cream in the summer 
time, brief moments of ~weet, 
melting joy. "Unless I Miss My 
Guess,". "Leap In The Dark," 
and "Right As Rain," the latter 
a mid-period Beatie John tune, 
are all pe.rfect examples of a. 
charming pop craft. The album~s 
weaker songs; "When Pilots 
Came" and "One Way Down," 
although sound pop tunes, 
suffer from a dragging bass line 
and general lethargy. . -
The social responsibility of 
the last album appears here 
most obviously in the title song, 
as .Rouse once again pleads for 
people rather than id~ologier 
"It's just all that wavrng / Its 
Kind of a drag / Remeher Fm 
neutral/ I'm against all flags." 
Against All Flags is ano~her 
Tirez Tirez pop maste·rpiece 
that deserves to be heard, but 
.undoubtedly won'. t. Too bad. 
Stormed out 
city for ,redevelopmen~, in ap 
By Marc A. Mamigonian attempt to bring prosperity back · 
· Stormy· Monday, a film with to the region and make some 
an identity crisis, has been in bucks (not necessarily in that 
· limited release for some time ·order). Sting is the owner of a. 
n~w, but, it is making its first small jazz club who refuses to 
appearance in this area. It was give in to Jones' strong-arm 
directed by Englishman Michael . attempts to persuade him to sell . 
Figgis, and stars Melanie Grif- the club. Melanie Griffith falls 
fith (no relation to· D.W.) and in love with one of Stings' 
everyone's favorite ex-Police employees, played by Irishman 
member turned pretentious and . Sean Bean, thus causing her to 
. boring solo artist, Sting. shift her loyalties. 'Tis . a quan-
The film takes place in New- dary, no? Well... 
castle, England, a region of the In short, ,this is the story of · 
cbuntry that is i9 an. eco·nomic a film that could not make up 
"eU~HJazz Band and ~e UNH Vocal Jazz Ensemble ~will highlight Parent's Weekefld depre~sion. ·Tonimy., l~e Jones it_s mind. It is pac~d far .too 
· · s · · is -·~ filthy tichAmerican (from ,_ slowly to be_a thriller ·of anr __ _ With a perf()rtnance on $atur,1ay, October lat 8 p.m, in the Granite ·_,.tate Room !'L!li~-s . Ti::Xlls, cJt colirSe) :whO i.s trying , MONDAY ·· ·, iG · .. 
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Patty Larki~,' who will be performing at the Stone 






( continued from page 15) 
merit, yet it seems to regard ·worker/employee relationship 
itself as some kind of romantic between them) ? We know 
!hriller. It se~ms to think that nothing about her, except that 
it has somethmg relevant to say_ her parents are dead (which is 
a_bout An_glo-American re:la- .I ~resume, supposed to re~ound 
uons, but 1t really does not. lhe with Freudian overtones and 
film could have worke? as a ~i~d explain everything, like Kane's 
of _extended m~:>0d piece (1t is 'Rosebud'). Sting is perhap~ the 
Durham Stage Co. opens . 
with the hold Grace 
Grace 
At the Mill Pond Center, Durham 
They have attempted a go at a 
very touchy and misunderstood 
subject. Had they held back-
Friday,iSeptember 23 j · 
By Patdk Jonsson 
· The Durham Stage Compan-
y's current production Grace, 
which opened on Friday, is a 
very brave and controversial 
new play. But it needs to be; it 
deals with a subject that ·you 
either hit head on or don't 
bother to hit at all: AIDS. 
Edward Langlois, the DSC's 
artistic director, wrote this play 
· with John Carmichael, a local 
writer and ·director. Langlois 
is gay. That's not just evident 
from his proclamation, his 
"coming' out", but it is dear, or 
-it is made clear, as we watch his 
play. No heterosexual could 
write dialogue this ,revealing. 
No heterosexual could know the 
composition of such complex 
emotion, 
Louis (played by Langlois) is 
dying of AIDS. He has known 
for two years . and for two years 
he's been in and out of the 
hospital. His latest admission 
to the hospital will be his last, 
and he knows it. As icons of his 
past, his mother, his father, his 
· inner self (in the form of a · 
dream image from 18th century 
France), and his lover wander 
in and out of the;! room, we are 
handed raw emotions (from 
blisteringly beautiful stenes)-
love, hate and fear - and are 
expected to react. And we do, 
with tears, a_t times. Pity. Love. 
In this respect "Grace" is fairly 
plotless, but it's got all the plot · 
it needs. _, -
What Langlois, and his cast 
of very competent actors, have 
done here is quite remarkable. 
as it would be easy to do, so not 
to offend, so not to lose au-
dience-"Grace" could have 
been a disaster. There have been 
plays about gays that are terrible 
in that respect. But they did not. 
They stated it truly. They talked 
of lust and raw sex, they spoke 
of incest and promiscuity, they 
wro~e wills; in other words they 
challenged the taboos. A lot. 
Much ofit was uncomfortable, 
naturally. But it needed to be. 
There is a sub, or joint, plot 
to the hospital scenes. Langlois 
actually got the idea from the 
play while reading Dostoyevs-
ky's "The Idiot", from a passage 
about a certain Madame du 
Barry: " ... it may be that in the 
other world she will rejoice to 
think that a sinner like herself 
has cried to heaven for the 
salvation of her soul...l said, 'Oh 
· Lord! give rest to the soul of that 
great sinner, the Comtesse du 
Barry, and to all unhappy ones 
like hei." The play uses an 18th 
century French court scene to 
set up the action; du Barry then 
becomes Louis' inner conscious-
ness, and appears in several 
dream.a.like expository scenes. 
Langlois has wrapped this 
cha,racter around himself as a · 
policeman straps his bullet vest 
to his chest. It has become a part 
of him. We are drawn to him . 
as he lays under the sic~ly white 
sheets, his blue-veined, pale, 
legs sticking out. from the hos-
pital robe. We hate him as he 
banishes his father forever; as 
he seems to tear everything up, 
as _he pities himself as only a 
· dying man can. He makes us 
· choke as he coughs-are his 
lungs tearing up inside:> Some-
times we want to turn oqr heads. 
He is at the center of every 
scene: the ones with his mother 
(ver-y funny at times, very 
touching and dangerous at other 
times), with his father, with his 
lover. Langlois dominates. 
. We also get to see the former 
Louis, the one unaffec_ted by 
AIDS, the one with dreams 
about. own1ng a cottage on a 
three-acre tract of land, where 
he can 'paint. He comes out in 
scenes with Sammy the Nurse 
(very hurnourously and excel-
lently played by Tim Lindsey)-, · 
and in certain scenes with his 
mother. 
Langlois character is brilliant-
ly insightful about being gay, 
too, especially in sce-nes with 
Sammy-who also cracks joke 
after joke; and is the s_ort that 
· makes the last days of _those in 
the "doomed to qie" ward very 
happy, freely sputtering jokes 
that would be otherwise taste-
less, but sarcastcally illuminate 
the bitter irony of the situation. 
None of this shouJd be offen-
sive. Langlois knew he had to 
say certain things, do certain 
acts, to make "Grace" work 
properly. He does. At times the 
play falls into a morality bit, 
which isn't all good. Buf it does 
not taint the production. 
"Grace" is a beautiful thing, 
really, and is another favorable 
notch on DSC's impres-sive 
resume. It's a thing to be seen 
by homosexuals and heterosex-
uals alike. It covincingly bridges 
gaps. 
"Grace" can be seen at the V 
Mill Pond Center in Ourham 
(located off route 108). For 
times and ticket information 
call 8(58-2086. 
· ~t 1ts.~est w~en it stn~es towor_k most interesting 'character in 
10 this ve10), but 10stead 1t the whole film (he gives a fine 
strives for too much, and col- performance), but unfortunate-
lapses. . . ! ly, he is given short shrift in the 
. The pnmary problem_ (and script, and, again, he is poorly 1 
an all too common one) is the developed (h.is character, that . ' 
lack of good character develop- is). He is obviously not holding 
ment._ Tommy Lee Jo~e~· c~ar- out against Jones' bid to buy his 
acter is far too vague; is he Just jazz clµb for altruistic reasons 
a pinh~ad Ameri~an o~ is_ he (he is almost as much an oper-
really 1~terested 10 _br10g10g . ator as Jones), but on the other 
pro~pentr t? t~e region ? M~- hand, he seems to really love 
lame Gnff i!h s character 1s jazz and the life that the club 
equ~lly am~1guous; _what ~as . represents. A good film might 
she domg w1t~Jo~es m_the first have been made centering 
place {the .film implies that around Sting, but Stormy Mon-
th e r e w a s m o re t h a n a da_y is not it. 
Sting manages to brighten 
.·- ,-:'_- ..  · ·i's•?fitl-Jiertorrmince: '.;.:'-.,;,: :.: ;.".;~,~--------·..i, - 0==,"·-•-------~-·--""" 
UNH THEATER SEASON SET TO COMMENCE: 
· Nancy Ogrodowczyk, Mark Goodman and. Diana Nadeau (from left) ~ill be 
performing ·in the UNH Theater and Dance production Qf -"No, No, Nanette." 
The 1920's musical opens the 1988.:.89· theater season on Septemnber 30 at the Johnson 
~Thea_t¢1".in t.he .PauJ,Creativ~ Arts Center. lnfor'1}ation and tickets call 862~2290. . 
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I Cool-~id is a crisis interveiltion hotline · 1 
I 'operated and staffed by UNH - I 
I students. Our confidential services · I 
I
I . are accesible to the· UNH student I 
I body and surrounding towns. · . · I 
1
1 
Cool-Aid is· not only for people I 
I experiencing crisis. No problem can be I 
I too small. We can help Y<?U solve I 
I your problems,lend a helping ear I 
I or simply refer you to a contact I 
I that you may need~ To find 1
1 I \ out more,ca/1 I · · Turtle Rac·es! 
I . Cf,IM'Alf~~6:00 pm,UnYUrklu/w .1 
I 862-2293 CXodine, I Thursdays 
I ~ . I 
I 862-3554 er;~ I · _ 1st race starts 9:30pm 
•· I I D,on't Iniss out! · I - . I. ·-·--------------------.! 
NEED LEGAL . HELP? 
/ 
Take advantage of free legal services~available to all · 
' . .., ' 
S.A.F. paying undergrads. 
· The firm of Mayer and Dwyer · will give 
legal advice .and represent students 
-in rn_inor legal matters -for FREE: 
· . They are offering_· representation in more serious 
matters for ~a reduc,ed fee. 
So stop by room 131 in the MUB on .Tu,esday .10-lpm and 
6:30- 8:30pmWednesday 6:30-8:39 orcalll-800-.325-4185 
qr 436-7505 to make an appointinentfor Friday 10-lpm . .. 
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RUSH· 
Wed. Sept. 28th: Grafitti T-Shirt Party 
Wear a plain white t~shirt 
& bring a magic marker. 
Tues. Oct. 4th: Horror Night 
Come dressed in a costume 
All Rushes 8-10 pm 
at 37 Madbury Rd~~ 
atThetBChi 
I 
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,, CLASSIFIED 
(, ,,,g~,s,! iti· §~:2{t~l~i~~~~i?i1~~~~,:~i;1 
. _ Jof the job, must_be on time after being hiredL 
Come and find out vyhat we are all about! 
RUSH DELTA THETA CHI (formerly Theta 
Chi Little Sisters) Wed. Sept. 28, 8-10 p.m., 
· Open Graffitii T-Shirt Rush at 37 Madbury 
R1: (Theta Gh i Fraternity) Wear a T-Shirt 
and bring a magic marker. \~ 
Music Lessons- recorder, voice, piano, 
violin, lute. Private, lessons and ensembles 
in Medieval, Baroque, Classical and dance 
music for all levels and ages .. Explore 
sounds in Durham with Persis Ensor at 659-
. 2721. 
Passing out f,rom too much alcohol is, NOT 
the same as blacking .out. Passing out is 
becoming unconscious, blacking out i~ 
. a memGry lapse. Morn ,it'lf0. call Health 
· . Services at 862~_3823 
'• . 
4 Bedroom house in Somersworth on bus 
route. Must be seen. Spotless, newly 
remodelled, fully applic1nced, washer & 
dryer, carpeting. PartiaJly furnished. 
$950.00 lea,se & security No pets. 692-
3031.-
Salary is $6.00 an hour/ 28 hours a week .. 
For more info.,please call Greg at 868-1968 
in the eveninQS. 
Workstudy ·students needed at Portsmouth 
R·ecre.ation,. Departme:nt. Call 431-2000 
ext. 265, ask !or Barry Foley. 
TYPING/WORD RROCESSING- Profes-
Alph'a Phi Omega challenged you to GET sional quality. Speiling accuracy guaran-
1 NVOLVED! Do some service for your · teed. SAVE yourself .time and money by 
Using alcohol fe$ponsibly means not letting 
the use of alcohol h,ace a oegatice ·impact 
on self, others or property. For some people.-
this may be the decision not to use alcohol community. Come to Rush, Tues. 8-10. calling N<;)_'(v._ Dover 7 42-2037. 
' at all :; Reconize another's' rig.ht to decide 
for ~~eself. More info. call Health Services 
1983 RENAULT ALLIANCE GARNET. Four 
door five speed manual, good condition. 
$1500.06 Call Chris, James Hall, 862-3957. 
Full-size brass bed w/box spring $40/B.O. 
(M-F 4:30-8:30 p.m.) 742-1937. 
For· Sale- 1984 Olds Cutlass Ciera LS, 4-
door sedan, 46,000 miles, V6, A/C, power 
steering/brakes, AM/FM stereo radio, 659-
3578. . 
Workstudy people needed for _Portsmouth 
Indoor Pool- Lifeguard: Attending 
. swimmers and watching front desk~ Ad-. 
vanced Lifesaving required, WSI preferred. 
$5.00 per hour- con.tact Lorelei Gilman 
at 431-2000ext. 278 .. 
Workstudy people needed for Portsmouth 
Recreation Department- RecreatioR Aide: 
working with teens and watching front desk. 
$5.00 per hour-. contact Rus Wils.on 431-
2000 ext 264. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED- Lee, NH. Mature, 
reasonably quiet person to share space . 
with three other adults (one graduate 
student and a working couple) in our 1 790 
colonial home, Pdvate 12x14 bedroom. 
1980 Subaru- New clutch, Good .condition. Full kitchen priviledges. Country setting 
$600.00 or best offer. Call Scott 868-6204 on 17 acres. 9 miles to campus. NO 
after5 pm. SMOKERS. $250/month. Call Bonnie at 
For .Sale '. Colonial Style. Love-seat and 659-5595(day!:>) 659-8028(evenings). · 
matching swival rocker. Good condition. HELP WANTED- Part time filers, flexible 
$150.00 or best offer. Call 742-0661. hours. Contact Pauline at Craig Supply 
'82 Chevette, 4-cylinder, 61,000 miles. New Cp. Inc. 99.Madbury Rd. Durham 868-5558. 
ex:haust system and brakes. Aty'l/FM radio ,, WANTED- Students and Glubs to join the 
cassette. Asking $1200.00'. Call Denise '88-'89 Student Travel Services' Sales 
at 749-8128 (days). Team . Earn CASH and/or FREE Winter 
' 1982 Chevy Celebrity. Four cylinder, A/C, 
AM/FM cassette, new exhaust. Good 
_condition. $1 iso.oo (negotiable). Call 862c 
2529, ask for Judy. 
1982 DATSUN TRUCK, 'HEAVY DUTY 
LONG BED.WITH GAP, AM/FM STEREO 
. CASSETTE, LOW MILAGE, $1600. 659--
2596 after 5 PM. 
Motorcycle- f986 Honda 450 Hebel.Black. 
1,600 m'iles. Like new. Two helmets. $1,599. 
Call Keith at 433-3286. 
MOUNTA-·IN 'ffil<E: GYGLEPROCARLS-
BAD, ALMOST NEW- PERFECT CON-
DITION, 19" FRAME (FITS RIDER$·"5'5-
5'11) $20,0, 431 -8577 eves. 
. . . 
Montgomery Ward (efr,igeratqr-/freezer 
combination 18.6 ci. ft., automatic, frostless. 
White. Excellent condition. $100 868-6307. 
1984 · ford Brnnco 11 4x4. Good condition, 
Best Offer. Call 659-7135. 
and Spring _Break vacations. Travel with 
· the best to our exciting s'ki and sun 
destinations. For more info. call 1-800-
648-4849. 
Office Workers Needed- Four _College 
Study positions available at the Social 
Security O!fice in Portsmouth, NH. Pays 
$6.00 per hour. Call 433-0716 and ask for 
Mr. White. 
WANTED- Helper for disabled person . 
$?.00/hr. No experience needed. Easy . 
work. Great Boss. Call D1;1n at 69.2-4764. 
To Sean and Dave: More chance meetings 
in downstairs Hudd we hope! But leave 
HAL at horn~. Thanks for the most inter- · 
• · estinQj lunch. so far. P.S. Boston anyon~? 
2 gal. dark pink oil-based·exterio(primer . 
paint. For both: $15 (orig. $35). Eves.- 868- JOAN-Thank vou for two of the best years 
WELCOME KAPPA DELTA PLEDGES. We 
love you guys and wish you the best of luck. 
Love. the Sisters of Kappa Delta. 
LOST: Gold and silver, large link chain, 
bracelet. Lost on Saturday"night . Great 
sentim.ental value. ·Reward -if found. Any 
info., call Liz at 868-6547. 
J.B.- Snuff and Fuzzy miss you. Please 
come and visit them soon! Love ya- Cally.* 
STUDENT. COALITION FOR THE HOME-
LESS- MEETS THURSDAYS A'T 7:00-9:00 
. PM IN HAM. SMITH R_M. 126'. COME MAKE 
A DIFFERENCE. 
SAVE THE WOODS! Voice your opinion 
. about the proposed new apartment com-
. plex which could mean the end_ of the 
College.Woods. There will be a meeting 
of concerned students on Wednesday at 
6:30 p.m. in i<endall 202. Speak out! 
Driving to Arizona. Would like a companion, 
that will help with driving and expenses. 
Reference$ required. Call 1-207-363-6356 
(early morning). 
Ride Needed to Burlington, Vt!!! Any 
weeken.d!! Will share e-xpenses. Call 
Brenda- 868-3873. 
Muiti-family yardsale, Sat. 9/ 4, 9 AM, Three 
Rivers Farm, Dover. Furniture, clothes, 
glass & china.books, jewelry, computerized 
keyboard, misc. Take Rt. 4 or 101 from Dover 
&. follow signs. Rain date: Sunday. 
TAE KWON-DO- ~orean Art of self-
defense. Clases in Durham at Oyster River 
E'lem:• School. Mon.-Wed., 6-?p.m. Contact 
· Matt Randall at 743- 3215. 
Horses Boarded- Box stalls, riding ring , 
trails near by. Twice daily cleaning and 
feeding. Turn out available upon request. 
$160 per, : month. Harness and saddlE; , 
training also available. SLins,wept Stables 
743-3632 or 742-6533. 
7199. of my life. Happy 2nd Anniversary! I LOVE · 
YOU! - Jim. Feeling Cramped-need more room in your 
· dorm? We have Student Rates for Storage 
- RUSH!!!!! Delta Theta Chi (formerly Theta 
25' 12 speed sport touring bike. Campag-
nolo components. Best for tall person. Test 
ridP it at Durham bike $300: 
of your personal belongings. Call 332-4234 
Chi Little Sisters) First open rush i's Wed. 
Sept. 28/ Graffiti T-Shirt Rush at _37 " during day or 868-2779 afte( 6:00 p.m. 
Madbury Rd. (Theta' Chi Fraternity) 8-1 O NOW OPEN~ Lost Chord Records. All your 
_p.m. 
A GO-ED Fraternity at U.N.H.? of course! 
Haven't you heard-ofAlpha Phi Omega? 
Rush Tues. 27th, Merrimack Room, MUB. 
Wotkstudy Students needed at Forest Park We aren't an honor soc-iety, we're a 
Group Day Care. Flexible hours, good pay. , FRATERNITY! We invite·you to· RUSH APO! 
Plea~e call 868-5674 ask for Wendy. . Tues. 27th,8~1 o. Merrimack Room, MUB. 
Hey-
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•:•: Cannondale Bicycles $1 00.00 off · •:•: 
Rock and Roll needs. 491 Central Ave. 
Dover, NH. 
Typing/Word Processing- Term p_apers, 
reports, theses etc. All work guaranteed, 
prompt service. 7 49-2968. 
Wanted- pair of Proski Roller skis for cross 
country maniac. Bob 692-36f2. 
DON'T WAIT! 
BOOK NOW FOR 
THE HOLIDAYS! . .,. 
Round ,rip 





ST. THOMAS 349 
SYDNEY 1028 
Taxes ·not mcluded. 
ALSO: Work - Study AbrOMJ. L•ngu•g, 
Courses. Int·/ Student ID, Youth 
Hostel P•ss•s 
EURAIL' P11ues issued on th• spot.1 
Call for the FREE CIEE Student 
Tr•v•I C•t•log 1 
BOSTON 
729 Boylston St. 617-2664926 
~:i:~A~~:~ve. 617-49]~1497 
AMHERST 
79 §o. Pleasant St. 413-256-1261 
-This could be your' G,r:ily opportunity to help 
break the Guiness Book or World Records. 
Come to Woodman Park School Saturday,' 
October 1st and help us form .the longest · 
line of pennies. Proceeds will go towards · 
tlie Marilyn McKernan Weeks Memorial 
Playground in Dover. Question·s call 7 49-
10~ 
TEACH IN FRANCE- The Dept. of French 
and ltali_an is now accepting applications 
. for a position:to teach English convernqtion 
in France during academic year 198'9-90. 
.Applicants must be competent in French 
and have their B.A. by June 1989. For 
details and application forms, go by the 
Dept. office, Murkland 102. 
·Need Cash?- I'll pay you cash for your 
record,s, tape cassettes and CD's. Lost 
Chord Records: 491 Cen\ral Ave. Dover 
749-3859. 
Professional W°'ord Proc'essing for all you 
typing requirements. Experienced, efficient, 
reasonable rates, quick return. Janet Boyle-
659-3578. 
Looking for a way to get involved in the 
fall congressional, gubernatorial, and 
presidential races? Come by room 140 
of Hamilton Smith Thursday nights at 7 
for one of the DEMOCRATIC STUDENT 
. ORGANIZATION'S weekly meetings. 
· • at 862-3823. 
The leading cause of death for 18-24 year 
olds is drunk driving. We are the only age 
group with an increasing rate of death. Don't 
1et'your$elf or your friends become part· 
of the statistics. Call Health Services 862-
3823 for more info. 
· The proportion of heave drinkers increases 
fairly ste~dily from 6% of those with · 
grammar school education, to 15% of th_ose 
. · who are college graduates . 
Using more than one drug at a time can 
be even more hazardous than qverdrinking. 
The effects may be-addictive and they may 
interact in unknown ways. pvertjose 
and/or death is more pos~ible. 
If you ar-e a sexljaliy active gay or bisexual 
male, you may be at risk for AIDS. For free; 
anonymous and non-judgemental AIDS 
antibody counseling and/or testing, call 
·the office qt Health Education and Pro-
motion, Health Servic53s Center, UNH. 862-
3823. -
If you have had ml.lltiple $exual partners 
since 1978, you might be at risk for. AIDS. _ 
For free, anonymous and non-judgemental 
antibody testing and/or c.ounselir)Q call 
t'he office of Health Education and Pro-
motion, Health Ser.vices Center, UNH 862-
3823. 
ATTENTION STUDENTS- Need furni-
ture?? Want something that will last ·1onger 
than 1 semester?? FEATtJHING hardwood: 
bureaus, desks, beds, tables, upholstered Drinking and driviAg is a ·serious problem. 
chairs, accent tables etc. Over 1,000 items More than 22,500 traff.ic deaths each year 
in stock. A greatplace to bring you parents involve a drinking driver, or 60 deaths-every 
Wb?ri they .~isit;.8.5 .A.IQany St. P9.rt~!TIO_~b. day. More people have been killed in 
Near Durham Ban~ on Islington St. OPEN - afc"oh·a-1.:.relatea acciderits'• in"th'fs' country' •. 
Mon.-Sat. 10-5 or by appt.436-1286. · than have died in our foreign wars. 
Using alchol responsibly mean::; not letting 
the use of alcohol have a negative impact 
• on self, qthers or property. For some people 
this may be the decision not to use alcohol 
at all. Recognize another's righr to dec'ide 
for oneself. More info call Health Services · 
at 862-3823. 
If yo~ have used I.V. drugs and ·shared 
needles since 1978; you might be at · risk 
for AIDS. For free, anonymous and non-
judgemental Al.OS antibody c-ounseling 
and/or testing call the office of Health 
Education and Promotion, Health Services 
Center, UNH. 862-3823. 
If you have had·a blood.transfusion between 
1-975 and 1985, you might b~ at risk· for 
AIDS. For free and anonymous AIDS 
antibody counseling and for test ing call 
the office of Health Education and Pro~ 
m9tic:m, Health Services Center, UNH 862~ 
3823. 
Want more space in your dorm? Store your 
personal belongings at Special Student. 
Rates. Call 868-2779. · 
Everybody. has a favorite ·cure for -. a. 
hangover, but they all--have one thing in· 
common- they don't work. What cioes work . 
is preventive medicine, If yot,J control y0~r-
consumption, you won't get a hangover. 
" Drink provokes the desire, but it takes 
away the performance" Shakespeare. , 
Alcohol lowers inhibitio11s to respo_!1d to 
SfXUal stimulation, but reduces physical . 
abi'lities and can lead to irresponsibile 
decision making. Call Health Services 862-
3823 for more info. 
MACS, MACS, AND MORE MACS_,_:_ If 
you're looking fo sell your Macintosh or. 
you need to buy onejook no farther. Desk 
1op Performane~ buys and s~lls use·ci 
Macs, hard discs, memory upgrades and 
peripherals, Desk Top Performance .gbla-
ra'ntees competitive prices and quality. 
service. Call 617-247-2470, 
Pinky's.Place- Bed & Breakfast ir1 charming 
100 year old victorian home in Dover-. 
Perf~ct for visiting friends and f~miiy. Call 
Pinky 742-8789 
GET ON THE 
TRACK~TOA 
SCHOlARSHIP -
An Air Force ROfC 
olarship may get }OU on the 
~ right track to success. Find out if you 
qualify for tuition and other expenses, plus ,. 
$100 each academic month. Get on the 
right tr~ck. Talk to: 
CAPT -MESERVE 
603-862-1480 
} · , ~ Cycling Shorts . 20% off f 
. ·•:•:•:-:-:-:•:~?-~:-i,~l!!i~~~-::~:-1,.:ii,:!~ =-~;•r~·t~?!~ :~~~~!~::-~~:i~~;:!~:?~~~:~:.i~~f~::·:~:~::~~~~::!::, ::~~::f:·~~!:1}~:~~=!~t:•~::~:.!~5:~-t;i':'4~-·1 lliii•Wij~ii;;i!r;iii=i=•il!liiijiii"-!!l!lillll!ll!llill!II*, ;;.: ·~·,/•·.~ :-:• _-~ ..:,t, ~ ~::=. -~,. ...,,_._.,. ""· 
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On September 18, the Senate passed a bill adding 
two Greek senators to the Senate membership. 
This raised Greek representation from five to seven 
senators. Of the seven, four -are to be from 
fraternities, two from sororitie~. and one from either 
a fratemity or sorority. Each senator will be 
~ responsible for communicating issues with three 
Greek houses by attending one house meeting 
per month. Senators are responsible-to inform and 
obtain feedback from the1r constituents, attend 
all Senate meetings, and be aware of issues 
_ affecting the Gr.eek community. 
This bill passed with 38 supporting the measure, 
1 O against, and 6 abstentions. Those in favor of 
the bill felt that 7 Greek senators would be better 
able to inform the 21 Greek houses and would help 
to fight studentapathy.JThose opposed to the bill 
felt that it was unfair to give the Greeks more 
representation than the other students. 
On September 18, in his address to the Student 
Senate, Dean San.born said that plans to put 600 
new beds on line for the fall of 19·90 are underway. 
The new housing will be by the Thompson School 
and may be either apartments or suites. There are 
also plans to turn Hood House into a Faculty Center. 
► -► ◄► ◄► ◄► ◄► -► ◄► ~• w 
I_ 
On September 18, the Senate passed a bill 
approving a $50 late payment fee. This is an 
alternative to the current $75 late fee, which was 
imposed to deter students from paying their 
University bills during Registration. Included in 
the bill were the requirements that: 
1) A formal extension will be granted if students 
apply in writing demonstrating financial need. · 
2) All money raised by this fee-will go directiy into 
the library's budget, subject to the discretion 
of the librarian and a student committee. 
3) There will be a $25 refund to those who paid 
the current $75 late fee. 
46 Senators voted in favor of this bill, 5 voted 
against, and 3 abstained. Those in favor of the 
bill felt that $75 was too high, and $50 was rnore 
reasonable. Those opposed felt that it was unfair 
of the administration to impose this fee without 
any student involvement. 
On September 25, the Senate approved the 
following new Senators: 
RESIDENTIAL: 
Richardson House-- Jeremy Smith/Roger Landry 
Stoke Hall~- Ahdy Albright 
McLaughlin--Tina Szepsy /Susan R9sa 
Alexander-- Gee:irge Snow 










Look for this- page in every Tuesday's New · 
Hampshire, All students are welcome to attend 
Senate meetings held every Sunday at 6:00 pm 
in McConnell 2t2_ Complete details of the above 
bills are posted outside the Senate Office, room 
130, in the MUB, or -call 868-1494 '. 
Respectively submitted by Peter W. Keravich 
,. · c,,.' . , ~ ', ~ ,;_._,, ;,'~ -: :~- ;'.__ ,,::-
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Cross Country -
falls to Rams 
By James Doneski . 
The UNH men's cross coun-
· 25:56 ·respectively. UNH's 
Randy Hall was right on their 
heals finishing third with a time 
·of 26:03. 
' try team had a dual home meet 
this past Friday versus the 
University of Rhode Island. It 
was · a disappointing day for the Rounding out the UNH top 
Wildcats as they lost 31 to 25. five were Darrell Covell (26:21), 
•,.Mike Cannuscio (26:24), Jim 
Coach Boulanger was happy •Gebhardt (26: 36), and Andy 
with the way 'his team raced . Charron (26:43). 
even though their times were · · - · 
not as good as last weeks. The Even though his team did.n't 
Wildcat's times were signifi- perform all that well this ~ee-
cantly down . fro.m last weekend ken.cl Coach Boulanger is still 
looking for big things in the 
weeks ~o come. due to many runners suffering 
from colds. Coach Boulanger did 
not want to make their colds an 
excuse for the defeat, but it 
obviously slowed the team 
down, 
"This week was a hard week 
for them and the times were 
slow. Hopefully next week the 
tough practices will pay off and · 
we will be able to really show 
somerhing. '' 
·uRI runners . Roger •Bragg .~ 
and .Paul Daniels finished one-
two with times of 25:25 and 
The Wildcats have an away 
meet Saturday ag-ainst Tufts, 
Central Connecticut, anj_Bates. The Wildcats held together this weekeO:d but Rhode Is.land slipped by.for the vi<;tory in a 
close meet. (Dan MacDonald photo) 
Some heavy hitting was big for the women's volleyball team, but it was n.ot enough as they 
fell in the semifinals of the New HamJ?shire I~vitational Saturday. (Anthony Cafaro photo) 
Golf team places third 
Uy Kevin Co~nelly . 
The UNH men's golf team 
returned home thi-s weekend 
with a third place finish in the 
ECAC North Atlantic Confer-
ence Championships. · 
- They competed on the SeveIJ, · 
Oaks Golf Course in Hamilton, -
NY, which is ranked among the 
·top.five U.S. courses ,by Golf 
Digest. 
"The course had a great layout 
a.nd was a real challenge," coach 
Ken Pope commented. 
' Hartford was the overll 
winner postirig a 450. Maine 
was runner up nudging UNH 
by one stroke ( 478.'.479). 
"Hartford is the best team 
in New Engl~nd; their the top 
gun, but we should have beat 
Maine," Pope remarked. 
UNH had two good perfor-
mances out of Pat Szturm and 
Kevin Dean. Szturm finished · 
with. a 111, earning him second 
medalist honors, while Dean 
tallied a 116, 8 over par. 
"I was real pleased with 
· Kevin and Pat, but they didn't 
have any support," Pope added. 
: · The team puts their 28. con-
secutive mat_ch play winning 
stre~k on the line today, as they 
host Providence· and BC. 
--fIELD HOCKEY (continuedfrompage . 24)-
arid later assisted on both Lucas' The 'Cats will uy to bou~ce 
goal (6:53) and Sannie Van back against Brown Tuesday at · 
Diyck (8:35). 3:30 in their home opener. 
The loss drops UNH to 2-2, UNH defeated Brown last year 
· and places them in an eady 2-1 and has never lost to the · 
season crossroads in a sense, · Bruins in their history. 
with an uncertain future. 
"BC and Providence have 
great teams and we have to go 
in without Szturm a-nd Dean;" 
Pope continued. '.'Their our 
number 1 and 2 players. Dean 
has a 77 .6 average and Szturm 
has a 77.64 average." · 
Pope is losing the two players 
to the hockey team , as their 
season started yesterday. "We'll 
definitely miss them, but I have 
some good young piayers who 
have been playing well in prac-
tice," Pope concluded. The 
match will be played at the 
Portsmouth C:mntry Club. 
Yea 
Team! 
Wildcats slip by 
Rhode Island 
By Rob Heenan She was refering to giving up 
This past -Saturday afternon two goals in six minutes to tie 
. saw the Women's Soccer team the game. One goal came off a 
rais.e ,its record. to foti_r and, one. ssv:Q~t;c kifl -~41 ~be_,9t!°i!;.,r.<~ .~s 
;it-h : a 3~ win o;i-f··":Lfhode·: a·direct. kick from the top of the 
Island at Oyster River High penalty be>x. . 
School. - -"It was a great shot .. (Goalie 
The first half ended with Janene)_ Tildon had no chance," 
UNH leading 1-0 ori a goal by said Anderson. ' 
· Diane Mcloughlin almost eight The 'Cats did come back 
' minutes into the game. It was , though. With seven minutes left 
assisted ·by Mary Beth Sydlowski · in the game, Mcloughlin scored 
and Paige Christie. · · · her second.goalofthe game with 
In the second half, the. 'Cats assists again going to Christie 
extended their lead to 2-0 when and Sydlowski. 
Sydlowski scored with an assist Anderson said, "Those fhree -
going to Mcloughlin. . along with Wendy Young run 
Coach Marj Anderson said, off each other well. The only 
"At the point when the lead was real positive thing about the 
. 2-0, we had the game won. We · game was we now know if we' re 
· were dominating and then we tiedlate in the game we can st11l 
let up, we did.n't finish off w'in." 
anything offensively or defen- The Wildcats take the field 
sively. h was very disappoint- · again tonight a.t 7:00 in a match 
ing.:' . at Boston College. 
Sports. Writers! 
Mandatory meeting 
for all sports writers 
on Wednesday in 
The New Hampshire · 
office at 5:30. 
. , I 
Please notify Rich · 
of Mike at 862-1490 
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'Cats roar in .2nd half 
_ Jolin MacNeill (#80) puts the sqeeze on a Black Bear as #30 Da~ Smith closes in for the kill 
during the Wildcats crushing victory over Maine on Saturday. (Mike Stinson photo) · 
Field Hockey filllsjn 
By). Russell Pabst - minute overtime stanza. . 
OT 
I 
The UN!-I Women's Field Sophmore Liz Brickley put 
Hockey team suffered their UNH ahead 1-0 with a goal 
second consecutive loss, a 4-1 (assisted by Shelly Long) at 
· overtime defeat at the hands of 22:01 of the 1st half. Unfortu-
N orth we~ tern University, nately, Briqdey's goal would be 
Thursday afternoon at BoEton the last bright spot of the 
College. afternoon for the Wildcats. 
Northwestern's Lorette Vorst-
man tied things up with only 
one minute and 26 seconds to 
play in regulation, being assisted 
by Kathy and Rosie Sealus. 
With the momentum coming 
from their last minute goal; 
North western dominated the 
The Wildcats (2-2) played a 
strong 70 P1inutes, shutting out 
Northwestern until 1:26 left in 
reglllation time, only to have 
the game stolen away by three 
_Northwestern goals in the tefl 
- overtime, scoring three unans-
UNH's lead held up for the wered goals. · 
remainder of the first half and Vorstman agaiQ. teamed up 
through the first 33 minutes of with the Sealus sisters at 1:17, 
the second half, then the root" 
fell in on the 'Cats. 
Brennan paces 
'Cats past BC 
By Rich D' Avolio 
The UNH men's soccer team 
finally ended its four game 
_ losing streak as they beat Boston 
College this Saturday in Durham 
by the score of 3-1. 
UNH Coach Ted Garber ex-
plained what rriade the differ-
ence. "We played better at the 
midfield ... we passed the ball 
better to each other and we 
created a lot more scoring 
opportunities." ___ . _______ ------
UNH's big gun Scott Brennan 
notched two goals in the comest, 
including the game winner. In 
five games Brennan has four 
goals and one assist to led the 
'~ts in points. 
UNH's Shawn Day opened 
up the scoring at the 23:11 mark 
while the assist went to Joe 
Almasian. ____ . -
Brennan then notched the 
game'winner unassisted at 69:59 
and then, for good measure, got 
his second of the game at 89:41, 
assisted by Doug Stang. 
Coach Garber started fresh-
. men Dan Fiore in replace of the 
injured Eric Stinson. 
"He played a great game,"· 
Garber said about Fiore. Stinson 
is out for an indefinite period 
of time •with a mouth injury, 
accordi~g to Garber. 
"He had a big day for us ... if Garber said. Fiore will start 
he is effective everybody else today's game against Plymouth 
is effective," Coach Garber said State here in Durham. Game 
about Brennan's performance. time is set for 3:00. 
· •FIELD HOCKEY p.23• 
to . beat Maine 
By Kevin Connelly 
The UNH football team rode 
the· arm of Bob Jean, and used 
a stingy defense to dispose of 
the Maine Black Bears by a score 
of 44~23 this Saturday at Alumni 
Stadium in Orono, Maine. 
The 'Cats piled up 431 yards 
of total offense, 278 of them 
coming in the · second half. 
Running back Norm Ford 
bruised his way for 98 of the 121 
Wildcat rushing yards, while -
Bob Jean continued his aerial 
assault by completing 31 out of 
46 passes for 310 yards and four 
touchdowns. 
"Bobby was awesome in the 
second half. He threw to the 
right people and had a tremend-
ous second half," head coach Bill 
Bowes commented after the 
game. 
l;'he UNH offense didn't start 
off as impressively as they 
finished. A Bob Jean one yard 
touchdown leap and a 28 yard 
field goal by Shawn Lane were 
the only offense the 'Cats could 
gather in the fist half. 
On the other side of the ball, 
the UNH defense had trouble 
containing Maine quarterback 
Mike Buck, as he scrambled for 
75 yards, including a 9 yard 
touchdown run in the first half. 
Carl Smith added another Maine 
touchdown with an 11 yard jaunt 
to_give Maine a 14- IO half time 
lead. 
"Our offense was jittery in 
the first half, and our defense 
had some missed tackles,'.' 
Bowes commented at half time. 
UNH came out in the second 
half with all pistons in motion. 
After giving up an early 27 yard 
touchdown pass from Buck to 
Steve Roth, the UNH defense 
held Maine scoreless (Maine's 
. remaining two points coming 
from special teams), while the 
UNH offense rolled up 34 
points of their own. "Our kids 
realized at half that we could 
play wtth Maine," Bowes added. 
Je~n opened UNH's second __ 
half scoring with a 4 yard pass 
to tight end Rob Spittel. The 
snag by Spittel capped off an 
11 play 69 yard drive. After 
UNH' s special team forced a 
Carl Smith fumble, Jean led his . 
team back as he hooked up with 
wide receiver Curtis Olds (12 
receptions) on a 6 yard pass, to 
put UNH up 24-21. 
Ryan Jones' interceptioh on 
the UNH 5 yard line stopped 
a potential go ahead touchdown 
by Maine. 
Four plays later Norm Ford 
received the handoff from Jean, 
cut inside, and outsprinted two 
Maine defensive backs for the 
score for a 44 yard touchdown' 
making 31-21. 
"We just let Norman run 
where ever he sees daylight," 
Bowes commented. 
After forcing Maine to punt 
the ball away, UNH sustained 
a 78 yard 13 play drive to find 
pay dirt for the fourth time in 
four possessions. 
"We had. the attitude and 
confidence that we were going 
to score everytime we got the · · 
ball," Jean said. He completed 
, 6 of 8 passes on the drive, 
including a 26 prd touchdown 
strike to Olds. · 
Jean finished off the scoring 
wi!h a 6 yard TD toss to full back · 
Matt Banbury, and after the final 
1:14 elapsed UNH had earned 
an impressive 44-23 come from 
behind victory. 
Coach Bowes was pleased-
after the game saying, "We 
played virtually error free foot-
ball in the second half." UNH 
received a fine de(ensive per-
formance all around, lead by 
.safety Gary Jordan with two 
interceptions. . 
''.When our _offense went 
down and scored right off, that 
inspired 'our defense and we 
played :great from then on," 
Bowes added. 
UNH will try and preserve 
their perfect 3-0 record Saturday 
hosting Delaware at Cowell 
stadium. 
New Hampshire~s,Scott B.rennan (#15). turned in another two-goal performance Saturday 
-: ,• 1.1 , ' · as tbe 'Cars_tegisrered tbeit second wiri ofthe 'season • .(Chris'Gamache photo) : ·' 
